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Executive summary

Executive summary
On 30 July 2019, the Electricity Authority (EA) released an issues paper, which sets out its proposal to
change the guidelines that Transpower must follow in developing the transmission pricing methodology
(TPM). The TPM establishes how Transpower’s regulated revenues will be recovered from users of the
transmission system.
This issues paper is the third proposal that the EA has put forward to change the TPM guidelines. The EA’s
most recent proposal contains most of the elements set out in its second issues paper and proposal and
would amend the guidelines to require Transpower to make fundamental changes to the TPM, including:
∂

removal of the existing interconnection charge and high voltage direct current (HVDC) charge;

∂

introduction of two new charges, consisting of:
>

a ‘benefit-based’ charge on load and generation; and

>

a residual charge on load.

TPM guidelines are not technically part of the Code, but the TPM that is developed to comply with them is.
The EA has taken the view that, given this process may give rise to changes in the Code, it would be helpful
to develop a cost benefit analysis and an assessment of alternatives as part of the development of the TPM
guidelines. This approach is also consistent with the EA’s obligation to follow processes that are consistent
with the efficient operation of the industry.
A cost benefit analysis of the EA’s proposal should take into account all costs that it causes – whether these
arise in the transmission sector or elsewhere in the electricity industry. By way of example, the Commerce
Commission’s approach to reviewing the efficiency of capital expenditure proposed by Transpower explicitly
has regard to ‘the capital cost of efficiently meeting demand by means of modelled projects’, where these
include all non-transmission related assets potentially affected by the option being evaluated.
The EA’s cost benefit analysis estimates present value net benefits, measured against a status quo in which
the existing TPM continues to apply, of $2,711 million (ranging from $201 million to $6,383 million) in
connection with its proposal.
By way of comparison, net benefits of $213.3 million were estimated for the substantially similar proposal
published by the EA in 2016. This analysis was shown to be affected by serious errors which called into
question its robustness. These findings led to a delay in the EA’s development of the TPM guidelines.
Against this backdrop it might be expected that the EA would seek to put forward a robust analysis of the
costs and benefits of its latest proposal. Our assessment shows that this is not the case. The EA’s cost
benefit analysis:
∂

contains errors in its conceptual framework that cause it to overestimate benefits and underestimate
costs and which, when corrected, show the proposal to give rise to net costs;

∂

contains further errors of assumption and approach that render its results unreliable and not fit for its
intended purpose;

∂

does not reflect a best practice approach because it does not consider alternative options and incorrectly
specifies potential outcomes under the status quo;

∂

assumes the efficacy of its proposal but does not show this to be the case; and

∂

does not support reform to the TPM guidelines in the near term since, even on its own estimates, the EA
does not establish substantial net benefits arising from its proposal over the next decade.
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In our view, these errors are just as serious, and in some respects more acute, than the errors in the 2016
cost benefit analysis that caused the EA to delay the development of the TPM guidelines. In its current form,
the EA’s cost benefit and options analysis does not provide a basis upon which to form a conclusion that its
proposal gives rise to net benefits, either in its own right or as compared to alternatives.
The multiplicity of errors made by the EA in the conceptualisation, formulisation and implementation of its
analysis makes a simple ‘fix’ to these errors impracticable within the timeframe provided by this consultation.

The cost benefit analysis contains errors in its conceptual framework
The EA’s cost benefit analysis is affected by errors that cause it to overstate the benefits and understate the
costs of its proposal. The EA’s conceptual framework for estimating the benefits under its grid use model,
which accounts for the large majority of the net benefits, contains errors such that it:
∂

overestimates the benefits of its proposal by including a transfer from producers to consumers, whereas
it should only include the change in deadweight loss; and

∂

underestimates the costs of its proposal by excluding the impact of higher peak demand on generation
and distribution costs, while capturing only some of the impact on transmission costs.

Transfers between two groups are not benefits to society and do not improve economic efficiency. However,
the EA’s estimate of benefits associated with greater use of the grid are dominated by transfers from
generators to consumers associated with lower nodal prices. The vast majority – about 98 per cent – of the
change in consumer surplus that the EA estimates is a transfer, rather than a benefit.
Most of the benefits that the EA claims for its proposal arise from higher peak demand due to the removal of
the RCPD charge. However, higher peak demand imposes costs on the electricity industry, since it requires
greater capacity to be built in the generation, transmission and distribution sectors. The EA’s cost benefit
analysis underestimates these costs because it:
∂

assumes incorrectly that the costs of building new generation capacity are incorporated in its analysis;

∂

ignores altogether the costs of building new distribution capacity; and

∂

underestimates the costs of building new transmission capacity by averaging across scenarios with lower
cost outcomes (while not having regard to those scenarios in its estimates of benefits).

The costs of investing in new generation are costs to society to which the EA must have regard in assessing
the costs and benefits of its proposal, regardless of the competitiveness or otherwise of the generation
sector. The EA’s modelling suggests that, relative to the status quo, its proposal gives rise to additional
investment in generation capacity of $1,940 million in present value terms, which it proposes not to measure
as a cost of its proposal.
It follows that the EA’s modelling framework proposes to:
∂

take into account the benefits associated with this decrease in price, consisting of reduced deadweight
losses; but

∂

not take into account the costs that give rise to this decrease in price, consisting of additional investment
in generation.

The inconsistency between these assumptions is self-evident. It cannot be reasonable to capture the
benefits associated with the influx of generators that the EA models without also taking into account the
costs. The correct approach is that all benefits and all costs associated with the EA’s proposal should be
taken into account in the analysis.
It is not correct for the EA to assume away distribution costs by stating that its cost benefit analysis ‘focuses’
on transmission. This is no more reasonable than a view that its analysis should focus only on benefits,
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rather than costs. Distribution costs follow as a direct result of the increased demand that the EA models as
following from its reform and giving rise to benefits in the form of reduced deadweight loss. These increased
costs should be incorporated into the analysis.
The EA assumes that increases in peak demand brings forward transmission investment. However, the EA’s
central estimate of $188 million is inappropriately calculated as the average of two alternative estimates of
increased transmission investment under two scenarios, being:
∂

$324 million under the EA’s ‘all major capex’ scenario; and

∂

$51 million under the ‘demand major capex’ scenario.

The ‘all major capex’ scenario provides central estimates for the key benefits that the EA claims for its grid
use model. To be consistent with this, the EA should also adopt central estimates for costs from the same
model.
With simple corrections, the EA’s grid use model can be shown to estimate net costs of $2,303 million, rather
than the net benefits of $2,593 million that it claims. The composition of these estimates is set out at in the
table below.
Revised estimates of net benefit from the grid use model
Description
Change in consumer surplus

EA’s estimate of benefit

Our estimate of benefit

$2,579 million

$51 million

More efficient investment in batteries

$202 million

$202 million

Increase in transmission costs

-$188 million

-$324 million

Increase in generation costs

n/a

-$1,940 million

Increase in distribution costs

n/a

-$292 million

$2,593 million

-$2,303 million

Total grid use net benefit
Source: Electricity Authority, HoustonKemp

The cost benefit analysis contains further errors of assumption and approach
In addition to the errors in the conceptual framework that we identify above, the EA’s cost benefit analysis
also incorporates material errors of assumption and approach in the implementation of that framework. In our
view, the number and nature of the errors that affect its analysis mean that no reliance can be placed on the
results of the EA’s modelling. We describe examples of four such errors below.
Benefits assume uneconomic investment in batteries in the status quo
The EA’s modelling assumes that there will be a surge of inefficient investment in batteries under the status
quo in which the RCPD charge continues to apply, amounting to additional investment of $202 million in
present value terms. This amounts to an assumption that over 3,000 MW of battery capacity would be
installed under the status quo for the purpose of avoiding transmission charges.
These results are implausible. Even under idealised assumptions, in which batteries are assumed to
discharge when required, the opportunities for battery investment decline with additional installed battery
capacity. As battery investment increases, load in a greater number of periods must be reduced to achieve a
reduction in the interconnection charge, as shown in the figure below. This means that the marginal benefit
associated with each battery declines increasingly steeply with each additional investment.
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Investment in batteries shaves peak demand from the load duration profile

Source: HoustonKemp

The EA’s approach to modelling battery investment is in error because:
∂

its modelling framework is incapable of capturing the declining profitability of marginal investment in
batteries; and

∂

the battery capacity chosen by the model does not reflect an optimal economic decision determined by
the model but is the result of a poorly justified relationship imposed within the model and driven by an
assumed parameter value.

The result of these errors is that the EA’s grid use modelling is likely to overstate substantially the extent to
which battery investment would be incentivised under the status quo.
Benefits reflect reduced profitability of the generation sector in the wholesale market
Errors in the EA’s price formation and generator entry modelling result in significant reductions in the
profitability of the generation sector, arising from substantial new investment pushing down wholesale prices
leading to reduced generator revenues. Although the EA assumes that progressively more expensive
generators are required to enter the market to serve peak demand under its proposal, the result of these
errors is that the increased demand predicted by the EA leads to lower average wholesale prices, when in
fact, more generation investment typically requires higher prices.
These errors mean that, on its own modelling, the effect of the EA’s proposal is to give rise to an additional
$1,940 million of generation investment. However, at the same time total generation revenues reduce by
$3,655 million. This means that over the modelling period, generators make $5,595 million less profit under
the proposal.
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Present value of incremental generation revenues and costs under the proposal

Source: Electricity Authority

Greater scrutiny by stakeholders gives rise to more efficient grid investment
The EA estimates benefits of $77 million associated with greater scrutiny of investment proposals by
stakeholders.
Additional scrutiny of investment proposals is said to arise due to the introduction of a benefit-based charge,
and to give rise to efficiency benefits of between one and four per cent. The EA’s estimate of benefits turns
on these assumptions. The empirical rationale for this range of estimates is based on a reduction of 4.4 per
cent that the Commerce Commission applied to Transpower’s proposed enhancement and development
capex in the context of RCP2.
In our view, this is an unreliable basis for estimating the potential benefits associated with additional scrutiny
and likely to overstate the benefits, because:
∂

the EA relies upon the single observation of the Commission’s review – this does not provide a reliable
basis to conclude that 4.4 per cent reasonably represents the expected outcome of this form of scrutiny;

∂

it is incorrect to describe changes to Transpower’s expenditure program that follow the Commission’s
review wholly as benefits, since a reduction in expenditure may result in fewer services, lower reliability
or increased future expenditure; and

∂

the basis upon which the EA considers that stakeholders would not just replicate the outcome of the
Commission’s review processes but improve on them is unexplained.

Consistent with these observations, our view is that any benefits associated with increased scrutiny are likely
to be small, relative to the EA’s estimate.
More certain policy environment reduces the cost of investment
The EA estimates benefits of $26 million associated with a more uncertain policy environment under its
proposal, as compared with under the status quo. The modelling that underpins the EA’s calculation of net
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benefits turns on two unsupported assumptions that determine the magnitude of the benefits that it
estimates. These assumptions are that:
∂

under the EA’s proposal, there would be one event of political uncertainty every 11 years, as compared
to every 10 under the status quo; and

∂

the level of uncertainty under the status quo is 100.

The nature of these assumptions discloses that the EA’s estimate of the benefits of durability does not rest
on any evidentiary basis. It is more accurately described as a contention, rather than an estimate. In our
view, the EA should not pursue the calculation of a durability benefit – a benefit that in any case assumes net
benefits associated with its proposal that have not been established.

The cost benefit analysis does not reflect best practice
The EA’s cost benefit analysis does not follow best practice because:
∂

it does not explore alternative options to the EA’s proposal or test the proposal against potential
alternatives, such as excluding the reallocation of seven historical investments on beneficiary-pays
principles; and

∂

it incorrectly specifies the status quo in all scenarios by inappropriately assuming that the RCPD charge
would remain at the current strength and give rise to inefficient outcomes, notwithstanding Transpower’s
ability to change this under the current TPM guidelines.

Alternative options are not explored by the cost benefit analysis
The purpose of cost benefit analysis is to place rigour around the making of a decision to address a problem,
so that the decision maker understands the impact that its decision will have both in aggregate and in terms
of the distribution of effects. By articulating the costs and benefits of the preferred option, stakeholders form
broad expectations as to how the option is likely to perform, which in turn assists in monitoring actual costs
and benefits once the option is implemented.
This purpose sits in contrast to the use that the EA makes of cost benefit analysis. The EA appears to be
wholly persuaded of the merits of its proposal on the basis of economic principle and the purpose of cost
benefit analysis in its consultation paper is limited to verifying the magnitude of the benefits that would be
realised by its proposal, rather than seeking to test these in any meaningful way against other options.
By way of example, the EA proposes to reallocate the costs of historical investments, without presenting an
alternative option that does not do this. However, on the EA’s own estimates, excluding historical
investments from the benefit-based charge gives rise to net benefits of $18 million.
The EA’s insistence on reallocation of the costs of existing investments has always been perplexing, given
its approach to interpreting its statutory objective with a focus on economic efficiency.
Changing the allocation of existing investments provides no prospect of promoting more efficient investment
incentives and or achieving more efficient use of the network. Indeed, it is possible that it could instead give
rise to increased inefficiency of use, to the extent that the potential for reallocation opens the door for
uncertainty about future transmission prices.
The main factor that gives rise to continued contention about the TPM is the foreseeable prospect that the
EA might act so as to change the TPM on this basis. This prospect arises not just at the time of the initial
allocation, but also with the prospect that there could be further reallocations as evidence emerges about
who benefits from an investment. It follows that a far more direct solution to removing contention, reducing
uncertainty and improving the durability of the TPM framework is for the EA to commit to limiting the scope of
any potential reform to the TPM to be on a prospective basis only – consistent with the approach that is
applied in all United States jurisdictions reviewed by the EA.
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EA assumes that the TPM cannot change under the status quo
Although the EA’s cost benefit analysis assesses its proposal against a status quo in which the current TPM
continues to apply, the difference between the net benefits arising from its proposal and future TPMs that
Transpower could formulate under the current guidelines in response to emerging inefficiencies may be
much smaller.
Transpower has flexibility, which it has used in the past, to adjust interconnection charges and the method by
which they are recovered to address concerns about the efficiency of price signals. For example, over 2014
and 2015, Transpower conducted an operational review focused on potential inefficiencies with price signals
sent by the TPM at that time. The result of the review was changes to the TPM to improve the efficiency of
price signals for the interconnection and HVDC charges.
It follows that, in evaluating the costs and benefits of changing the TPM guidelines, the EA should assess the
costs and benefits that would result from changing the current flexibility that Transpower has to determine
the TPM under its current guidelines. The appropriate factual (or status quo) scenario, is not necessarily a
continuation of the current level and basis for charges, but should reflect Transpower’s ability to change the
TPM to address inefficiencies within the scope of the current guidelines, as we show in the figure below.
Current TPM is formulated within guidelines that the EA proposes to change

The cost benefit analysis assumes the efficacy of the EA’s proposal
The benefit-based charge is aimed at addressing the problem that, under a postage-stamp charge,
transmission users do not fully internalise the costs their use of the network places on other users. If this use
drives new network investment, the costs of this investment are recovered from all users rather than from
those who gave rise to the need for the investment
The EA’s proposed benefit-based charge will not send a conventional price signal to ration use of the
transmission network. Instead, users will be expected to ration their use of the transmission network in
response to the prospect of future increases in price – which the EA has previously called a ‘shadow price’.
In our view there is little reason to presume that transmission users could accurate or precisely discern a
shadow price signal. To believe otherwise assumes that:
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∂

users can discern how their behaviour affects the prospects of a grid upgrade and that consumption
below a ‘bright line’ level will not be affected by the prospect of future charges;

∂

users can understand how their benefits will be assessed in distributing the costs of an investment and
how changes to their actions will affect this distribution; and

∂

users can anticipate the actions of other users and take these into account in determining their own
actions in responding to the shadow price signal.

Even if users were capable of discerning an accurate and precise shadow price, it does not necessarily
follow that this would elicit efficient responses.
The EA characterises its proposed benefit-based charge as ensuring that generation and large loads would
‘face the full costs’ of any required upgrades. However, the benefits of any investment will likely accrue
across all users of the investment, and therefore the costs of the investment will be recovered across these
users. It follows that under benefit-based charges, no single user (even a user whose actions may give rise
to the need for the investment) will internalise the full cost of the investment in its decision making.
The EA further assumes, in computing the costs and benefits of the benefit-based charge, that behavioural
change achieved by shadow price signals is sustained. However, any shadow price signal sent in respect of
a future transmission investment lasts only until the investment is made. To implement any benefit-based
charge, Transpower will need to determine a period over which to estimate benefits. This raises the prospect
that behaviour during this period could be temporarily distorted by users with the intent of reducing their
allocation of costs for the new investment, rather than as an efficient response to costs. This behaviour
would then revert once the investment was made.

The cost benefit analysis does not support reform in the near term
The EA’s cost benefit analysis, without adjusting for any of the deficiencies we have identified, does not
support the EA’s proposed change to the TPM guidelines in the near term. This is because:
∂

the EA’s cost benefit analysis shows that the benefits of the reform occur towards the end of the
modelling period; and

∂

in any case, many of the benefits predicted by the EA depend on speculative future developments.

The figure below sets out the profile of net benefits estimated by the EA’s modelling over time. It shows that
the annual net benefits of the reform are projected to be near zero, and fluctuate between small negative and
positive values until 2034. There is a huge increase in projected benefits after 2034, to which the entirety of
the predicted total net present value of benefits in the EA’s cost benefit analysis is attributable.
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Net present value of benefits under the EA’s proposal, 2022 to 2049

Source: Electricity Authority

The greatest net benefits are achieved if the proposal is implemented so as to come into effect in 2034. This
timing gives rise to net benefits that exceed immediate implementation of the EA’s proposal by $87 million in
present value terms.
Caution regarding the uncertainty of future developments, and the results of the EA’s cost benefit analysis
itself, suggest that efficient operation of the industry would be promoted by a slower implementation of the
proposal than is being considered by the EA.
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1. Introduction
On 30 July 2019, the Electricity Authority (EA) released an issues paper, which sets out its proposal to
change the guidelines that Transpower must follow in developing the transmission pricing methodology
(TPM).1 The TPM establishes how Transpower’s regulated revenues will be recovered from users of the
transmission system.
Although referred to as guidelines, the EA’s proposal actually consists of a series highly prescriptive
instructions to Transpower set out over 20 pages. This level of prescription extends to a determination of the
allocation of costs that Transpower should use for seven existing transmission investments. By contrast, the
existing TPM guidelines consist of high level principles set out over three pages.
This issues paper is the third proposal that the EA has put forward to change the TPM guidelines, following:
∂

an initial issues paper and proposal, released on 10 October 2012;2 and

∂

a second issues paper and proposal, released on 17 May 2016.3

The EA’s most recent proposal contains most of the elements set out in its second issues paper and
proposal and would amend the guidelines to require Transpower to make fundamental changes to the TPM,
including:
∂

removal of the existing interconnection charge and high voltage direct current (HVDC) charge, which the
EA considers promote inefficient investment and usage decisions;

∂

introduction of two new charges, consisting of:

∂

>

a ‘benefit-based’ charge on load and generation, which will be designed to recover the costs of
certain past and all future investments from transmission customers in proportion to the positive
benefits that they receive from those investments; and

>

a residual charge on load, which will recover all costs not recovered from other charges; and

change to the current approach by which transmission costs are recovered in favour of a reliance on
fixed charges which cannot be avoided.

Underpinning its proposal, the EA has prepared a cost benefit analysis, which it says ‘gives a sense of the
order of magnitude of benefits or costs that are involved’.4 The EA’s cost benefit analysis estimates present
value net benefits, measured against a status quo in which the existing TPM continues to apply, of:5
∂

$2,711 million (ranging from $201 million to $6,383 million) in connection with its proposal; and

∂

$1,853 million (ranging from $130 million to $4,705 million) in connection with an alternative option,
which the EA describes as replacing existing charges with a ‘broad based usage charge’.

By way of comparison, net benefits of $213.3 million were estimated for the substantially similar proposal
published by the EA in 2016.6

1

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019.

2

Electricity Authority, Transmission pricing methodology: issues and proposal: consultation paper, 10 October 2012.

3

Electricity Authority, Transmission pricing methodology: issues and proposal: second issues paper, 17 May 2016.

4

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p 20.

5

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p 21.

6

Oakley Greenwood, Cost benefit analysis of transmission pricing options, 11 May 2016, p 62.
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A large part of the data and modelling that underpins the EA’s cost benefit analysis was not provided with its
consultation paper on 23 July 2019, but instead provided later on 28 August 2019.
This report has been jointly prepared by Daniel Young, Alyse Corcoran, Harry Kleyer and Greg Houston.7
Trustpower has asked us to review the EA’s cost benefit analysis in order to assess whether it provides a
reasonable estimate of the net benefits that would be expected to arise from its proposal, and assessment of
this against alternative options. In preparing this report the authors have read, and complied with, the Code
of Conduct for Expert Witnesses as set out in Schedule 4 to the High Court Rules.
The remainder of this report is set out as follows:
∂

section two provides an overview of the EA’s proposed changes to the TPM guidelines;

∂

section three describes the cost benefit analysis undertaken by the EA and identifies the key
assumptions that it makes and steps that it undertakes;

∂

section four identifies errors in the conceptual framework for analysis that cause the EA to overestimate
the benefits and underestimate the costs of its proposal, such that its proposal gives rise to substantial
net costs;

∂

section five highlights errors of assumption and approach that undermine the reliability of the EA’s cost
benefit analysis and its results;

∂

section six observes that the cost benefit analysis does not comply with best practice because it does not
conduct an options analysis and does not correctly capture the status quo;

∂

section seven explains that the cost benefit analysis assumes the efficacy of the EA’s proposal, and
unpacks why the proposal is not likely to give rise to efficient outcomes; and

∂

section eight draws on the results of the EA’s cost benefit analysis to show that, on its own merits, there
is no case for reform of the TPM until 2034.

7

Daniel, Alyse, Harry and Greg are, respectively, Senior Economist, Economist, Analyst and Director at HoustonKemp. Details of our
experience and qualifications are available on our website, www.houstonkemp.com.
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2. Overview of the EA’s proposal
The EA identifies substantial problems with the current TPM on the basis that it fails to achieve economic
efficiency of the electricity market. The core elements of the EA’s proposed changes to the TPM consist of
the removal of the existing interconnection charge and HVDC charge, and the introduction of a ‘benefitsbased’ charge and a residual charge on load. The EA considers that these changes to the TPM will promote
more efficient use of, and investment in, the electricity market.

2.1 Current TPM
The purpose of the TPM is to allocate Transpower’s regulated revenue between users of the transmission
network. The TPM does not determine the quantum of Transpower’s revenue – this role is performed by the
Commerce Commission under Part 4 of the Commerce Act.
Under the current TPM, Transpower recovers its regulated transmission revenues through four principal
means:
∂

the loss and constraint excess (LCE), which is generated in the nodal market due to differences between
the amounts paid by purchasers and the payments received by generators;

∂

the connection charge, which recovers the costs of assets that are used to connect customers to the
interconnected transmission network;

∂

the HVDC charge, which recovers the cost of the HVDC interconnector between the North and South
Islands; and

∂

the interconnection charge, which recovers all costs that are not recovered by the other charges.

The EA estimates that Transpower’s 2020/21 regulated revenue will be $845 million, exclusive of $3 million
of prudent discount and notional embedding agreement charges, of which the interconnection charge is
expected to recover the largest proportion, amounting to $580 million. 8
The interconnection charge is recovered by means of a charge applied to regional coincident peak demand
(RCPD). For this reason, it is often also referred to as the ‘RCPD charge’. The level of the charge is
determined for each customer by reference to their offtake from the grid during the 100 half hours at which
regional coincident demand it at its highest, during the capacity measurement period for that region. 9
The HVDC charge is recovered based on:10
∂

historic anytime maximum injection (HAMI), being the average of the 12 highest injections at a South
Island generation connection location during any of the four immediately preceding pricing years; and

∂

South Island mean injection (SIMI), average total energy injected over a capacity measurement period.

Transpower is currently transitioning HVDC charges to be on the basis of SIMI, such that SIMI will ultimately
be measured on the basis of average injection over five years.

8

Electricity Authority spreadsheet, ‘2019 Proposal impacts modelling.xlsx’, worksheet ‘Forecast TPM Revenue’.

9

Transpower’s website, https://www.transpower.co.nz/industry/revenue-and-pricing/pricing, accessed 1 September 2019.

10

Transpower’s website, https://www.transpower.co.nz/industry/revenue-and-pricing/pricing, accessed 1 September 2019.
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2.2 Problems with the current TPM
The EA considers that there are substantial problems with transmission pricing under the current TPM. In
summary, it describes three areas of concern, being that:11
∂

the recovery of interconnection costs through a strong RCPD peak signals sends inefficient signals for
use of the transmission network; and

∂

the recovery of the cost of the HVDC link through a charge on South Island generators sends inefficient
signals for investment in new generation capacity; and

∂

the current TPM provides poor incentives to scrutinise transmission investment proposals since it
spreads the costs of new investments across all customers.

These problems are identified in principle, rather than established in fact. Although the EA highlights several
case studies which illustrate how these problems may manifest under stylised assumptions, it does not
identify significant examples of inefficient use of the transmission network, inefficient investment in
generation capacity or inefficient investment in transmission network capacity.
The EA also considers that the current TPM is not durable because the postage stamp approach means that
customers pay for transmission upgrades that they did not benefit from, which has the potential to give rise
to continued costly disputes about the TPM:12
There has been long-term and consistent pressure for the TPM to be reformed – it has been under
almost constant scrutiny for the last decade at least. This situation creates significant costs in
reviewing regulations and lobbying for and against change. The lack of durability also creates
uncertainty, which is not conducive for making long-lived investment decisions.

Collectively, these concerns arise from the EA’s interpretation of its statutory objective as set out in section
15 of the Electricity Industry Act, that is – ‘to promote competition in, reliable supply by, and the efficient
operation of, the electricity industry for the long-term benefit of consumers’.
The EA interprets this objective as requiring it to ‘promote overall efficiency of the electricity industry for the
long-term benefit of electricity consumers. It states that this requires it to facilitate the achievement of
economic efficiency, including:13
∂

dynamic efficiency through providing incentives for the most efficient investments to occur at the most
efficient time and the most efficient place; and

∂

static efficiency through providing incentives for the day-to-day operation of the industry to involve an
efficient trade-off between reliability and cost.

This focus on economic efficiency appears to drive all of the EA’s concerns about the current TPM, including
its concerns about durability. This focus also shapes the EA’s response to these concerns, which we
describe in section 2.3 below.

2.3 Proposed changes to the TPM
Alongside the review of the current TPM that we summarise above, the EA has developed in parallel new
TPM guidelines to address the outcomes of that review.
The EA proposes the amend the TPM guidelines so as to require Transpower to:

11

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, pp 8-12.

12

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 2.24.

13

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para D.2.
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∂

allocate the cost of future transmission investments, and seven historic transmission investment, to users
in proportion to their positive benefits from the investment over its remaining life – the EA describes this
as a ‘benefit-based charge’;14 and

∂

allocate the residual interconnection costs to users in proportion to their historic anytime maximum
demand (AMD), assessed initially over the two years ending 1 August 2019 – the EA describes this as a
‘residual charge’. 15

Figure 2.1 below shows the EA’s estimates of how the recovery of Transpower’s regulated revenue in
2020/21 would be affected by its proposal. Expected revenue from LCE and connection charges would not
be affected by the EA’s proposal.
Figure 2.1: Changes to recovery of Transpower’s regulated revenue under EA’s proposal, 2020/21
Current TPM

Proposed changes

Source: Electricity Authority

Below we set out more detail about key aspects of the EA’s proposal including:
∂

the process by which benefit-based charges are to be calculated and amended;

∂

the process by which residual charges are to be calculated and amended;

∂

the limits on which transmission charges can change under a cap proposed by the EA; and

∂

the additional components within the proposal that Transpower must consider.

2.3.1

Benefit-based charges

Benefit-based charges would be used to recover the costs of benefit-based investments, which are: 16

14

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper | Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines , 23
July 2019, paras 22-23.

15

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper | Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines , 23
July 2019, para 40.

16

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper | Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines , 23
July 2019, paras 42-43.
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∂

any transmission (or transmission alternative) investment that is commissioned after the publication of
the EA’s consultation paper and which at the time of commissioning constitutes Transpower’s base
capex or major capex; and

∂

seven existing major transmission investments, namely: the Bunnnythorpe-Haywards reconductoring
project; investments in and associated with the HVDC link; the lower South Island renewables project;
the lower South Island reliability project; the North Island grid upgrade project; the upper North Island
dynamic reactive support project; and the Wairakei ring project.

Transpower would be required to develop a charge for each of these investments. To achieve this, it must
develop a ‘standard’ method and a ‘simple’ method for allocating the cost of benefit-based investments. The
standard method would be applied to investments that exceed the Commerce Commission’s ‘base capex
threshold’ (currently $20 million), whereas the simple method would apply to other investments. However, for
the seven existing major investments, Transpower would be required to use the allocation calculated by the
EA in its consultation paper.17
Once allocated, the share of annual benefit-based charges cannot change – that is, the charge is fixed.
However, the proposed TPM guidelines also specify that Transpower can review the allocation of benefitbased charges in circumstances in which:18
∂

there is (or will be) a ‘substantial and sustained’ change in grid use affecting benefits derived by
transmission users from a benefit-based investment; and

∂

this change in circumstances was not factored into the calculations used to allocate the relevant charges.

In circumstances in which the benefits associated with an investment decline to less than 80 per cent of its
current value, transmission users may apply to Transpower to revise the benefit-based charge to reflect the
investments’ changed value and to reassign the remaining costs to be recovered by the residual charge. 19
2.3.2

Residual charge

The residual charge would be used to recover any part Transpower’s revenue allowance which is not
recovered through other means.20
The residual charge is to be allocated to transmission users in proportion to historical AMD. It follows that, as
with benefit-based charges, the residual charge for each customer cannot be altered by changes in that
users’ behaviour.21 Once the basis for recovering residual charges from an individual user has been
determined, this can only change under circumstances that involve:22
∂

the entry of new large loads or generators, or new investments by existing large loads or generation that
give rise to a ‘substantial and sustained’ increase in use or injection;

∂

the sale of part of the business of a transmission customer, in which case its benefit-based charges will
be spread across the original and new owners;

17

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines, 23
July 2019, paras 13 and 21.

18

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines, 23
July 2019, para 26.

19

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines, 23
July 2019, paras 34 and 38.

20

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines, 23
July 2019, para 39.

21

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines, 23
July 2019, para 40.

22

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper | Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines, 23
July 2019, paras 42-43.
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∂

the use of a prudent discount policy to avoid creating inefficient incentives for a large load or generator to
shift its point of connection; or

∂

the over-recovery by Transpower of its forecast revenue allowance, in which case charges may be
scaled back to prevent this outcome.

2.3.3

Cap on transmission charges

Transpower must provide for a cap that applies to the total of each load customer’s transmission charges
from benefit-based charges for new (but not existing) transmission investments and residual charges.23
The total transmission charges for each distributor are capped such that they can only increase by a
proportion of Transpower’s estimate of the total electricity bill for customers supplied by that distributor in the
2019/20 year, where that proportion is determined as:24
∂

3.5 per cent; plus

∂

the change in the consumer price index since the 2019/20 pricing year; plus

∂

the increase in the distributor’s load since the 2019/20 pricing year.

The total transmission charges for each direct load customer are capped such that they can only increase by
a proportion Transpower’s estimate of the customer’s total electricity bill in the 2019/20 pricing year, where
that proportion is determined as:25
∂

3.5 per cent; plus

∂

the change in consumer price index since the 2019/20 pricing year; plus

∂

the increase in the direct customer’s load since the 2019/20 year; plus

∂

two per cent multiplied by the greater of zero and the number of years that have elapsed since the
2024/25 pricing year.

Where the price cap results in a reduction in transmission charges for a load customer, the forgone revenue
is recovered by a surcharge on the benefit-based charge for existing major investments and the residual
charge across all customers.26
If the price cap does not have the effect of reducing transmission charges for a load customer in any year,
then the price cap ceases to apply in all subsequent years.27
2.3.4

Additional components

In addition to the core elements of its proposal, the EA’s proposed TPM guidelines also contain seven
additional components.

23

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper | Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines, 23
July 2019, para 49.

24

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper | Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines, 23
July 2019, para 50(i).

25

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper | Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines, 23
July 2019, para 50(j).

26

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper | Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines, 23
July 2019, para 51.

27

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper | Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines, 23
July 2019, para 50(k).
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The proposed guidelines specify that:28
The TPM must incorporate each of the following additional components, where including that
component would, in Transpower’s reasonable opinion, better meet the Authority’s statutory
objective than not including that additional component. [Emphasis in original]

Our understanding of these requirements is that Transpower must:
∂

consider the additional components; and

∂

evaluate the inclusion of each additional component against a counterfactual of not including that
component.

Table 2.1 below describes the additional components that Transpower is required to consider under the
proposed TPM guidelines.29
Table 2.1: Additional components under the EA’s proposal
Additional component

Description

A. Staged commissioning

Transpower provides a method to deduct connection charges that are already recovered
from the calculation of the benefit-based charge for an investment that is commissioned
in stages so that it is first a connection asset and then an interconnection asset.

B. Charges for assets principally providing
connection services

Transpower provides a method to ensure that interconnection assets that substantively
provide connection services are treated like connection assets even if they do not
technically meet this definition.

C. Charges for connection assets

Transpower provides a method to align the calculation of annual charges for new
connection assets with the method used to calculate annual benefit-based charges for
new interconnection investments.

D. Transitional peak charge

Transpower provides a method for determining the level of a transitional peak charge,
the customers or areas to which it would apply and its allocation across those
customers, with the requirement that:
∂
a transitional charge may only apply in circumstances in which congestion would
otherwise be experienced and Transpower must explain why demand will not be
controlled by other means, such as nodal prices;
∂
a transitional peak charge must be phased out, with the phase-out to begin within
one year after it is imposed and ending no later than five years after it is imposed.
Transpower must set out the path of this transition; and
∂
Transpower must obtain the Authority’s approval to pause or delay transition, or to
reinstate or introduce a new transitional charge.

E. Including additional pre-2019
investments in the benefit-based charge

Transpower provides a method for determining whether benefit-based charges should
be applied to other historical investments other than the seven already proposed by the
EA.

F. Charging for opex

Transpower provides a method for connection and benefit-based charges to include an
allocation of operating costs.

G. Kvar charge

Transpower provides a method for imposing a kvar charge on reactive power.

Source: Electricity Authority

The EA’s cost benefit analysis, which we describe in section 3 below, does not assess the additional
components, either on their own merits or against other options, even though it is mandatory for Transpower
to consider them. Once the TPM guidelines are adopted, Transpower will itself undertake a cost benefit
analysis for the additional components, but only to assess whether to include them or not, rather than an
assessment against alternative options.
28

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines, 23
July 2019, para 54.

29

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines, 23
July 2019, paras 55-65; and Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p
15.
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2.4 Advantages cited for the proposal
The EA cites four advantages that it considers would be promoted by its proposal.30
First, it states that the introduction of a benefit-based charge will ensure that customers who benefit from an
investment would be charged for it, which would, amongst other things:
∂

reduce incentives to make inefficient investments to avoid being allocated transmission costs;

∂

ensure that generation and large load making location and other investment decisions take transmission
costs into account; and

∂

promote increased scrutiny of investment proposals and encourage customers to reveal truthful
information about the benefits and costs of these proposals.

Second, it considers that the use of fixed charges will ensure that revenue recovery does not distort grid use
or investment decisions, ensuring that customers cannot avoid charges by changing their behaviour.
Third, it considers that the removal of the RCPD charge would better allow the nodal market to provide a
greater role in signalling grid congestion.
Finally, it claims that benefit-based charges are more likely to be regarded as ‘fair and reasonable’ because
the concept underpinning it would not be contentious. It follows that the EA’s proposal would be more
‘durable’ than the current approach to transmission pricing, which would allow efficiency benefits to be
achieved and would reduce the costs of making investments by bringing greater certainty to TPM
arrangements.

30

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, paras 3.25-3.26.
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3. EA’s cost benefit analysis
The EA’s quantifies the net benefits of its proposal using a cost-benefit analysis. The net benefits of the
changes can be conceptualised as deriving from three distinct sources, ie:
1. Greater use of the grid, which measures the potential benefits associated with removing (or reducing
the strength of) the RCPD charge.
2. Improved investment efficiencies, which measures the potential benefits associated with introducing
benefit-based allocation of the costs of future transmission investments.
3. Offsetting items 1 and 2, are the administrative costs of developing, implementing and operating a new
TPM under the EA’s proposed TPM guidelines.
We illustrate the magnitude of these benefits and costs in figure 3.1 below, and describe the EA’s analysis of
each of these categories of benefits and costs in the remainder of the section.
Figure 3.1: Categories of benefits and costs estimated in the EA’s analysis

Note: figure excludes $1 million of costs associated with the price cap
Source: Electricity Authority

3.1 Greater use of the grid
The benefits estimated by the EA as arising from greater use of the grid account for around 96 per cent of
the total pool of benefits identified.
The EA considers that removal of the RCPD charge will eliminate a signal that causes (or will cause) endusers to inefficiently reduce consumption at peak times leading to greater use of the grid. Associated with
these changes, it estimates:
∂

$2,579 million of benefits through more efficient grid use (ie, greater use of the grid at peak times and
reduced wholesale electricity prices at all times of use);

∂

$202 million of benefits through avoided inefficient investments in batteries to avoid peak transmission
charges; and

∂

$188 million of costs through greater transmission investment.

These benefits and costs are illustrated at figure 3.2 below.
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Figure 3.2: Categories of benefits and costs attributable to greater use of the grid

Source: Electricity Authority

The key logical steps that the EA undertakes to explain how the removal of RCPD charges results in greater
use of the grid are:
∂

changes in the structure of interconnection charges are passed from distributors to retailers and further
to consumers, giving rise to changes in behaviour;

∂

demand elasticities estimated by the EA are used to predict changes in consumer behaviour resulting
from changes to the structure of interconnection charges;

∂

under the status quo:

∂

>

interconnection costs are recovered only in peak periods, whereas under the proposal this recovery
would instead be spread evenly across time; and

>

high peak prices relative to shoulder and off-peak prices drive a surge in investment in batteries,
much of which will be inefficiently incurred to avoid interconnection charges;

under the proposal:
>

interconnection costs are recovered evenly across time;

>

lower peak prices and reduced battery investment will promote higher demand in peak periods,
driving initially higher average prices and entry of new generation;

>

increased entry of generation capacity will lead to a reduction in wholesale prices across shoulder
and off-peak periods;

>

lower wholesale prices will give rise to further benefits to consumers; and

>

higher demand in peak periods will drive additional investment in transmission capacity.

Figure 3.3 below demonstrates the logical linkages that are assumed by the EA’s modelling.

HoustonKemp.com
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Figure 3.3: Structure of EA’s modelling of grid use benefits and costs

3.1.1

Overview of the grid use model

The EA models the benefits arising from more efficient grid use and more efficient battery investment
through its ‘bespoke’ grid use model.31 The model takes input data on volumes and prices of generation and
demand, and outputs volumes and prices for the subsequent year, given interactions between demand,
wholesale prices and generation investments.32
The grid use model is comprised of three models:33

1. A model of consumer electricity demand, which is used to:
i.

find the effect of changes to transmission charges on electricity demand; and subsequently

ii. find the effect of change in electricity demand on consumer welfare.
2. A model of investment in grid-connected generation, which is used to find the effect of change in
electricity demand on investment in grid connected generation and wholesale energy costs.

3. A model of distributed energy resource (battery) investment, which is used to find the effect of changes
to transmission charges on investment in distributed energy resources.
The model distinguishes between four categories of demand by time of use and energy source, ie: 34
∂

grid offtake during demand peaks (the top 1,600 half hour trading periods in a year);

∂

demand served by distributed generation during demand peaks;

∂

demand met by grid offtake and distributed generation during shoulder periods (the highest 3,075 half
hour trading periods in a year, after the peak); and

∂

demand met by grid offtake and distributed generation during off-peak periods (the lowest 12,845 half
hour trading periods in a year).

31

32
33

34

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, p 5.
Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p 24.
Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, pp 12 and 27.
Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p 27.
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The EA applies its grid use model to 14 different ‘scenarios’, reflecting different combinations of input
assumptions. However, we understand that ‘all major capex’ is its central scenario. The EA describes this
scenario as:35
∂

testing the effects of implementing the proposal on demand;

∂

taking into account the potential effects on investments in batteries and on grid generation; and

∂

incorporating forecast revenue from unapproved major capex.

For clarity of exposition, in describing the EA’s grid use modelling, we focus on the results of the central
scenario unless otherwise stated. It is not practicable to summarise the results of other scenarios in this
report.
3.1.2

Bespoke demand modelling is used to estimate changes in behaviour

The EA develops estimates of demand elasticities to predict the magnitude of changes in consumer
behaviour resulting from changes to the structure of interconnection charges. It estimates the short run
elasticity of industrial demand and mass market customers separately, giving rise to:36
∂

a price elasticity of demand of -0.02 for industrial demand customers;

∂

a price elasticity of demand of -0.11 for mass market customers; and

∂

an income elasticity of demand of 0.11 for mass market customers.

The EA also estimates a long run elasticity of demand for mass market customers of -0.74, which it uses in
its investment efficiencies model.37
Elasticity for industrial demand
The EA estimates the elasticity of industrial demand by fitting a ‘translog cost model’ – a system of equations
that expresses shares of expenditure on production inputs as a function of the prices of those production
inputs – to industry data from 1990 to 2016. These inputs are capital, labour, electricity, non-electricity
energy products and other intermediate goods, giving rise to a system of five equations. By way of example,
the share of expenditure on electricity is given by:38
=

+

+

+

+

+

The coefficients on price (ie, ) arising from this estimation are substituted into an equation to derive the
own price elasticity of each production input. By way of example, the electricity own price elasticity ( ) is
given by:39
=

+

(

− 1)

The relevant coefficient arising from the EA’s translog cost function is
, since this feeds into the equation
for the electricity own price elasticity, above. The estimate of this coefficient is -0.010, which is associated

35
36

Electricity Authority note, About.txt, available on its website.
Electricity Authority, AoB_All_Major_Capex.py, available on its website.

37

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, Table 10, p 40.

38

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, Equation 15, p 34.

39

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, Equation 18, p 36.
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with a p-value of 0.68.40 The EA applies this coefficient, and an electricity share of expenditure of 0.013 to
derive an elasticity estimate of -0.022.
Elasticity for mass market customers
The EA estimates the elasticity of demand for mass market customers using a ‘dynamic panel model’. This
involves running a regression of electricity demand ( ) as a function of wholesale prices, inclusive of
transmission charges ( ), while accounting for regional differences, delayed adjustments to price changes
(ie, a lagged demand term
), income ( ), heating degree days ( ), and interaction between prices
and distributed generation (
), ie:
=

+

+

+

+

ℎ +

+

The EA’s regression produces a coefficient estimate for
of-0.110, which is associated with a p-value of
0.01. This is their estimate of short run price elasticity of demand for electricity.
The regression produces a coefficient estimate for
of 0.11, which is associated with a p-value of 0.30. This
is the EA’s estimate of short run income elasticity of demand for electricity.
The EA estimates a long run elasticity of demand as -0.74, calculated as:
∂

its estimate of short run elasticity of demand (-0.11); divided by

∂

one less its coefficient for lagged demand (0.85).

3.1.3

Changes in the structure of interconnection charges flow through to consumers

The EA’s grid use modelling rests on a simplifying assumption that consumers are exposed to transmission
price and wholesale price signals. More specifically it assumes that RCPD charges will:
∂

pass from distributors to retailers through distribution prices that reflect the structure of the RCPD
charge; and

∂

pass from retailers to consumers through retail prices that reflect the structure of the RCPD charge.

To the extent that these assumptions are not correct, the EA assumes that distributors and/or retailers would
undertake actions to mitigate their risks that would result in the same outcomes.41
3.1.4

Proposed changes spread recovery of interconnection costs across time

Under the EA’s proposal, the changes to the spread of interconnection costs across times of use result in an
increase in allocative efficiency, ie, a reduction in deadweight loss associated with raising interconnection
revenue.
The EA models transmission charges:42
∂

under the status quo, as a per MWh charge during peak periods; and

∂

under the proposal, the interconnection charge is a per MWh charge during all time of use periods.

40

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, Table 8, p 36. The p-value indicates the probability that, under the assumption that the coefficient is equal to zero (ie, there is no
relationship between the dependent and independent variable), sampling variation would produce an estimate that is further away
from zero than the estimate obtained from the regression. The smaller the p-value, the stronger the evidence that the coefficient is not
equal to zero. A coefficient that is significant at a given ‘level of significance’ has a p-value smaller than that level of significance.

41

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.44, p 28.

42

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.41, p 28.
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More specifically, under the status quo, the EA models the RCPD charge to be levied against average MWh
consumption during the peak period, ie, the top 1,600 trading periods. 43 Under the proposal, the RCPD
charge – a fixed charge – is modelled as a per MWh charge. 44
The EA assumes that consumer time of use demand decisions take into account relative (not absolute)
prices and reasons that applying the same MWh charge to all times of use has no net effect on consumers’
electricity demand decisions. 45
The net benefit of the proposed change under this modelling framework, illustrated at figure 3.4 below,
reflects:
∂

the reduction in deadweight loss at peak times, caused by the reduction in interconnection charge
recovered in these periods being reflected in higher consumption at lower prices; as against

∂

the increase in deadweight loss at shoulder and off-peak times, caused by the increase in
interconnection charge recovered in these periods being reflected in lower consumption at higher prices.

Figure 3.4: Initial effect on prices and quantities of removing the RCPD charge

The EA states, ‘[t]he most important aspect of the proposal from the perspective of the efficiency of grid use
is the removal of the RCPD charge.’46 The RCPD charge would be replaced by a residual charge to recover
any costs remaining (after the recovery of other transmission charges) in a manner which does not distort
incentives to invest or use the grid.47 In other words, the charge to replace the RCPD charge under the
proposal would raise effective energy prices at all times. The EA states this would result in minimal distortion
of grid use.48
However, the effects of the removal of the RCPD charge modelled by the EA are not limited to this change in
allocative efficiency. We describe additional changes that flow from the removal of the peak RCPD charge
below.

43

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, para 2.9, p 13.

44

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, para 2.10-2.11, p 13.

45

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, para 2.11, p 13.

46

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.36, p 26.

47

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p iii.

48

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.30, p 26.
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There will be a surge in inefficient investment in batteries under the status quo

The EA claims the proposal will generate $202 million in benefits as a result of avoided inefficient
investments in batteries.49 This claim is based on two principal observations:
∂

under the status quo, the RCPD charge will continue to send a strong peak price signal, relative to
shoulder and off-peak periods; and

∂

as batteries costs decline, the strong peak price signal will drive a large increase in battery investment,
relative to what would otherwise occur under the EA’s proposal.

Figure 3.5 shows that the EA assumes that battery costs will reduce by approximately seven-fold over the
period from 2020 to 2049.
Figure 3.5: EA assumes that battery costs decline, 2020 to 2049

Source: Electricity Authority

The EA states that battery investment that does not reduce networks costs is inefficient: 50
The investment is inefficient if this doesn’t change transmission costs to be recovered. (That is, if
customers invest in batteries that are cheaper than peak electricity prices including peak
transmission charges, but which are more expensive than peak electricity prices excluding
uneconomically high transmission charges.)

In the grid use model, batteries enable the shifting of demand between peak and shoulder or off-peak
periods. Battery investment under the status quo and proposal is modelled using the EA’s grid use model
where:51

49

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, table 4, p 21.

50

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.102, p 38.

51

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, pp 55-60.
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∂

under the status quo consumers will invest in batteries to avoid peak transmission charges, as well as
arbitrage between peak and shoulder prices; and

∂

under the proposal consumers will only invest in batteries to arbitrage between peak and shoulder prices.

These assumptions mean that battery revenue increases with the expected peak transmission charge and
with the difference in prices that apply in peak periods as against those that apply in shoulder and off-peak
periods.52
If net revenue exceeds capital costs in a given year, the EA assumes that consumers add an amount of
batteries to their stock that is proportional to:53
∂

the ratio of net revenue to costs;

∂

an assumed investment elasticity, the level of which is not stated by the EA; and

∂

a function increasing in demand and decreasing in existing battery stock.

Acknowledging that the profitability of additional battery investment declines with greater capacity of existing
batteries, the EA caps the amount of total battery investment possible in the model. 54
Figure 3.6 shows the path of battery investment modelled under the status quo and the proposal using the
assumptions above. The figure shows that over 3,000 MW of battery capacity is assumed to respond to the
peak price signal sent by the RCPD charge, represented by the additional battery investment under the
status quo relative to the proposal from 2040.

52

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, equation 27, p 60.

53

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, equation 29, p 60.

54

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, para 2.245, p 60.
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Figure 3.6: EA’s estimated path of battery investment, 2022 to 2049

Source: Electricity Authority

The EA estimates the value of inefficient battery investment under the status quo as:
∂

the present value of battery investment under the status quo; less

∂

the present value of battery investment under the proposal.

In other words, the EA assumes that battery investment that responds to the price signals modelled under
the proposal is efficient.
3.1.6

Higher peak demand and higher peak prices drive additional investment in generation
under the proposal

The EA estimates that peak demand in the wholesale market will be significantly higher under its proposal
than under the status quo.
This is demonstrated in figure 3.7 below, which shows the EA’s estimates of demand in the peak, shoulder
and off-peak periods between 2022 and 2049.
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Figure 3.7: EA’s estimates of demand in the peak, shoulder and off-peak periods, 2022 to 2048

Source: Electricity Authority

The higher level of peak demand under the proposal, relative to the status quo, is driven by:
∂

lower prices (inclusive of transmission charges) in peak periods due to the removal of the RCPD charge;
and

∂

reduced battery investment due to lower incentives to avoid peak transmission charges.

Higher demand gives rise to higher prices
Within the EA’s grid use model, peak, shoulder and off-peak prices are based on the short run marginal cost
of available generation capacity in each period. 55
Prices for each year are estimated by ordering the supply offered by each generator existing in that year by
short run marginal cost (SRMC), from smallest to largest, and setting the price equal to the SRMC of the last
generator needed to meet demand.56
Figure 3.8 below illustrates how price is estimated by reference to the intersection of the SRMC curve (S)
and demand (D) during a peak period. Under this pricing framework, higher peak demand under the proposal
drives higher peak wholesale prices by requiring a generator with a higher SRMC to be used to meet
demand. Figure 3.8 illustrates this by showing how an increase in peak demand causes the demand curve to
intersect the SRMC supply curve at the offer of a higher SRMC generator.

55

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, para 2.191, p 47.

56

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, para 2.191, p 47.
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Figure 3.8: Calculation of price using short run marginal cost curves
Price is determined at the intersection of demand and supply

Increases in peak demand lead to higher peak prices

Source: HoustonKemp

The effect of this increased peak demand under the proposal on peak wholesale prices can be seen in
Figure 3.9 – showing sustained higher peak prices from 2030 onward.
Figure 3.9: Weighted average peak wholesale prices, 2019 to 2049

Source: Electricity Authority
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Higher prices give rise to more investment in generation
The EA uses a model of investment in grid connected generation, a component of its grid use model, to
estimate the response of investment in generation to higher prices.
The EA’s generation investment model considers a schedule of potential investments and assumes entry will
occur in a given year if:57
∂

the investment is considered ‘profitable’; and

∂

the number of investments in the given year does not exceed a specified cap of two.

A generation investment is considered ‘profitable’ whenever the revenue a generator would receive, were it
to dispatch its entire offered capacity in each period of the year, is greater than the sum of the long run
marginal cost (LRMC) of the investment in that year and the interconnection charges at that node. 58
A cap on generation investment is required because generation entry is assumed to affect prices only in
subsequent years.
3.1.7

Increased generation capacity gives rise to lower average prices in the wholesale market

The EA’s modelling predicts that average final prices (including transmission charges) across all times of use
will be lower under the proposal, relative to the status quo, with the most substantial reductions occurring in
peak charges.
Figure 3.10 shows the profile of weighted average final prices across peak, shoulder and off-peak periods
under the EA’s modelling of the ‘all major capex’ scenario.
Figure 3.10: Weighted average final peak, shoulder and off-peak prices, 2019 to 2049

Source: Electricity Authority

57

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, equation 25, p 54.

58

Electricity Authority code, All_major_capex.py, lines 436-487. The generation investment decision is contained in the invest_gen
function.
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The EA derives this result from the combined effects of wholesale prices and transmission charges, with the
higher peak wholesale price under the proposal offset by the relatively greater reduction in peak
transmission charges
Lower final shoulder and off-peak prices under the proposal, on the other hand, are driven by decreased
wholesale prices in the shoulder and off-peak periods attributable to increased low cost generation capacity.
Figure 3.11 shows the effect of the proposal on wholesale prices (without interconnection charges). It
indicates that:
∂

peak wholesale prices are driven higher by increased peak demand; and

∂

shoulder and off-peak wholesale prices are driven lower by increased generation capacity.

Figure 3.11: Weighted average generation peak, shoulder and off-peak prices, 2019 to 2049

Source: Electricity Authority

The effect of the increased generation capacity under the proposal is to decease prices in the EA’s model.
This can most clearly be seen with the example of off-peak demand, which remains relatively similar
between the proposal and status quo. However, figure 3.7 above shows that off-peak prices under the EA’s
proposal decrease substantially compared to the status quo.
Figure 3.12 illustrates this effect by showing how an increase in low cost generation pushes the supply curve
to the right under the proposal, resulting in a generator with a lower SRMC being the last to be dispatched to
meet demand.
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Figure 3.12: Increased generation capacity leads to lower shoulder and off-peak prices

Source: Electricity Authority

Under the EA’s modelling framework, the overall effect of the proposal is to decrease weighted average
wholesale prices. This is because there is more electricity consumption in the off-peak and shoulder periods
than the peak in the EA’s model, meaning the effect of the decrease in shoulder and off-peak prices
dominates the effect of the increase in peak prices.
Figure 3.13 demonstrates this effect, showing that average wholesale prices under the proposal drop below
those under the status quo from 2033.
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Figure 3.13: Weighted average wholesale prices, 2019 to 2049

Source: Electricity Authority

3.1.8

Lower wholesale prices will drive further net benefits

The EA estimates that substantial benefits to consumers will arise from the lower wholesale prices across
peak, shoulder and off-peak periods amounting to benefits of $2,579 million. The EA values the benefits
arising from lower price through two alternative measures of consumer welfare, ie, change in consumer
surplus and compensating variation. 59
The EA’s main approach to valuating the benefits of lower wholesale prices is to calculate the change in
consumer surplus under the proposal, relative to the status quo. The EA provides an equation for its
estimate of change in consumer surplus (∆ ), ie:60
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We illustrate the change in consumer surplus for a single time of use and in a single year in figure 3.14, as
the shaded trapezium-shaped region under the demand curve, between the proposal and status quo prices.
A price decrease gives rise to an increase in consumer surplus, and correspondingly, a price increase gives
prices to a decrease in consumer surplus.

59
60

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p 34.
Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, para 2.134, p 33.
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Figure 3.14: Framework for estimating consumer surplus

The EA’s formula calculates the change in surplus:
∂

when a price decrease occurs, as the sum of the orange rectangle and the blue triangle shown on the left
hand side of figure 3.14 above; and

∂

when a price increase occurs, as the difference between the orange rectangle and the blue triangle show
on the right hand side of figure 3.14 above.

The EA applies its formula for change in consumer surplus to the price and quantity data estimated by its
grid use model and the ‘all major capex’ scenario. It calculates the net present value of the change in
consumer surplus under its proposal for the period 2022 to 2049.
The EA also calculates consumer benefits arising from lower wholesale prices using compensating variation
as an ‘alternative approach to test’ its estimates of consumer surplus. 61 However, the results of its
compensating variation estimation does not contribute to the estimate of the benefits arising from greater
grid use of $2,579 million.

61

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.86.
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Higher peak demand drives increased investment in transmission capacity

The EA also models costs arising from greater user of the grid. It assumes that higher peak demand will
bring forward investment in transmission capacity and treats this as a cost that must be offset against the
benefit associated with greater use of this capacity.62
The EA states that it estimates transmission investment brought forward by assuming that the current ratio of
forecast transmission revenue to forecast peak demand is maintained. Therefore, as peak demand
increases, further grid investment is required. 63
The EA states that this approach gives rise to present value costs ranging from:64
∂

$67 million, which it calculates under the ‘demand major capex’ scenario; and

∂

$421 million, which it calculates under the ‘all major capex’ scenario.

Figure 3.15 below shows the profile of these costs over time. This profile is consistent with the pattern of
peak demand shown in figure 3.7 above. The small initial benefits are associated with a slight decrease in
demand relative to the status quo, whereas the greatest costs arise from 2035 as increased consumption in
response to lower prices drives increases in consumption in peak periods.
Figure 3.15: Cost of increased investment in transmission capacity, 2022 to 2049

Source: Electricity Authority

62

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.155.

63

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.156.

64

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.157; and Electricity
Authority spreadsheet, Summary costs and benefits.xlsx, worksheet ‘Summary table with ranges’.
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However, the EA makes an adjustment to the bounds of this range to exclude unallocated overheads, since
it considers that these are not driven by changes in peak demand. 65
Under the ‘all major capex’ scenario, the EA estimates that this adjustment gives rise to a reduced cost of
bringing forward transmission capacity amounting to $324 million, or a 23 per cent reduction. It applies the
same proportionate reduction to give rise to an adjusted cost of $51 million under the ‘demand major capex’
scenario – in which no effects on battery or generation investment are considered. 66 The central estimate of
$188 million is calculated as the mid-point of this range. 67

3.2 Improved investment efficiencies
The EA considers that the introduction of a ‘benefits-based’ charge under its proposal, which will allocate the
cost of future transmission investments in proportion to the positive benefits that they generate will give rise
to more efficient investment in transmission and generation, and improved durability of the TPM framework.
It considers that these benefits include:
∂

$43 million of benefits arising through:
>

deferred transmission investment caused by more efficient decisions by consumers; and

>

deferred transmission investment caused by more efficient decisions by generators;

∂

$77 million of benefits arising from more efficient grid investment due to increased scrutiny of investment
proposals;

∂

$26 million of benefits arising from reductions in the cost of investing in generation, load and
transmission due increased policy certainty; and

∂

$0.5 million of costs arising from load not locating in regions with recent grid investments.

Figure 3.2 below indicates the breakdown of the benefits that the EA attributes to improved investment
incentives.
Figure 3.16: Categories of benefits and costs attributable to greater use of the grid

Source: Electricity Authority

65

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.158.

66

Electricity Authority spreadsheet, Summary costs and benefits.xlsx, worksheet ‘Summary table with ranges’.

67

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.159.
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For three of these benefit categories, the EA attempts to capture the potential spread of benefits through the
use of Monte Carlo analysis. Under this technique it:
∂

establishes a framework for calculating the benefits under each category;

∂

makes assumptions about the underlying distribution from which uncertain inputs are drawn;

∂

undertakes a large number of ‘trials’, in which it uses random values drawn for each of the uncertain
inputs to estimate the benefit; and

∂

makes conclusions about the uncertainty associated with its central estimate of benefit by reference to
the distribution of benefits calculated from the trials.

In our description of the EA’s approach to estimating benefits, we do not describe its approach to
implementing the Monte Carlo analysis and instead focus on the assumptions and steps that underpin the
establishment of the framework for calculating benefits. We discuss the EA’s use of Monte Carlo analysis in
greater detail in section 5.2 below.
3.2.1

More efficient decisions by large loads defer transmission investment

The EA considers that sending more targeted price signals to large loads would give rise to more efficient
transmission investment. It assumes that this would occur because:68
∂

under the current TPM, these parties do not face the full costs of upgrades to the interconnected grid;
whereas

∂

under the proposed TPM guidelines, they would face the full costs of any required upgrades to the
interconnected grid through paying the benefit-based charge.

The EA estimates a benefit associated with this effect by assuming that, under benefit-based pricing:
∂

the costs of an investment would be recovered over a smaller quantity than otherwise would be the case,
giving rise to more targeted (or higher) price signals;

∂

more targeted price signals will discourage use of the transmission network in peak times; and

∂

lower peak usage of the transmission network will give rise to transmission cost savings through avoided
investment.

68

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, paras 4.110-4.111.
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Figure 3.17: Structure of EA's targeted price signal benefits

We explain how each of these assumptions is implemented in more detail below.
Price signals will be more targeted than previously
The EA assumes that, under benefit-based charging, an average investment would be recovered from a
base of 2,464 MW. This compares with total demand based on Transpower forecasts, which is expected to
increase from 7,376 MW in 2021 to 8,254 MW in 2033 under the status quo. Thereafter, the EA expects
peak demand to grow at 0.84 per cent per annum to 9,436 in 2047. 69
It follows from these assumptions that the EA assumes that benefit-based interconnection charges would be
between 199 per cent and 283 per cent more targeted (or higher) than is currently the case.
However, this effect on users would be muted because new transmission investments only comprise a small
part of total electricity charges. The EA estimates that new transmission investments represent 0.84 per cent
of total electricity charges, estimated as:70
∂

average incremental transmission investment of $1.08 per MWh delivered over 2015/16 to 2029/30;
divided by

∂

the expected energy price of $109.00 per MWh plus Transpower’s regulated revenue of $18.76 per MWh
delivered over 2015/16 to 2029/30.

The effect of this assumption is that the more concentrated price signal sent by the benefit-based charge is
diluted, so that it is approximately between 1.7 per cent and 2.4 per cent of the electricity price.
More targeted price signals will reduce peak demand
The EA associates these more concentrated price signals with reductions in peak demand of between 1.2
per cent and 1.7 per cent, using an assumed long term price elasticity of -0.74. This amounts to reductions in
peak demand, relative to the status quo, of 93 MW in 2021, increasing to 164 MW in 2047, as peak demand
increases.

69

Electricity Authority spreadsheet, ‘Investment efficiencies model.xlsx’, worksheet ‘Efficient investment’, cells D3 and E30:E57.

70

Electricity Authority spreadsheet, ‘Investment efficiencies model.xlsx’, worksheet ‘Efficient investment’, cell D7.
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Reduced peak demand will give rise to transmission savings
The EA assumes that increases in peak demand give rise to additional transmission investment. It calculates
this rate of incremental investment expenditure in each year as:
∂

forecast incremental network investment in that year; divided by

∂

the change in peak demand between the previous year and that year.

This approach gives rise to estimates of expenditure per additional MW that vary between $178,822 (in
2026) and $2,895,453 (in 2032). The range reflects significant variability in Transpower’s forecast
incremental network investment over the period to 2035 (after which the EA assumes constant incremental
capital expenditure of $20.9 million per year).71
The EA assumes that approximately half of the incremental investment in the transmission network is to
address growth in demand (rather than growth in generation).72
It calculates the benefit associated with more efficient decisions by consumers as:73
∂

the reduction in peak demand that it estimates in each year; multiplied by

∂

the rate of incremental investment expenditure in that year; multiplied by

∂

50 per cent, being the proportion of transmission expenditure required for growth in demand; divided by

∂

the number of years in its modelling period.

The times series of these benefits are illustrated in figure 3.18 below.

71

Electricity Authority spreadsheet, ‘Investment efficiencies model.xlsx’, worksheet ‘Efficient investment’, cells F30:F57.

72

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p 79.

73

Electricity Authority spreadsheet, ‘Investment efficiencies model.xlsx’, worksheet ‘Efficient investment’, cells I30:I57.
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Figure 3.18: Reduced peak demand gives rise to transmission savings, 2022 to 2049

Note: This figure represents the EA’s spreadsheet modelling. Spreadsheet calculations differ from those set out in the Python code
which EA relies on to estimate benefits.

3.2.2

More efficient decisions by generators defer transmission investment

As with its approach to consumption, the EA considers that sending more targeted signals to generators
would give rise to more efficient investment in transmission capacity.
It assumes that, under benefit-based pricing:
∂

relatively less generation capacity would locate in constrained areas of the network; and

∂

reduced generation capacity in constrained areas of the transmission network will give rise to
transmission cost savings through avoided investment.

We explain how each of these assumptions is implemented in more detail below.
More targeted price signals will reduce discourage investment in constrained areas
The EA identifies four nodes of the fourteen that it uses to summarise New Zealand’s nodal market which it
considers to be constrained. The constrained nodes are labelled ‘BEN’, ‘ROX’, ‘TWI’ and ‘WKM’.
The EA calculates the percentage of generation capacity located at these nodes from its grid use
modelling: 74
∂

under the EA’s proposal, under the ‘all major capex’ scenario; and

74

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p 82; and Electricity Authority
spreadsheet, ‘Investment efficiencies model.xlsx’, worksheet ‘Generation capacity’, cell T3.
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under the ‘alternative’ scenario, which the EA explains is used as a baseline to avoid measuring
generation investment under the RCPD charge.

On average, over 2022 to 2050, the proportion of generation capacity at constrained nodes under the ‘all
major capex’ scenario is 0.5 per cent lower than the ‘alternative’ scenario.
Figure 3.19 below indicates the breakdown between export constrained and unconstrained areas under the
‘all major capex’ scenario and the alternative scenario. The charge shows that this result tends to arise from
greater growth in generation in areas that are not constrained, under the ‘all major capex’ scenario.
Figure 3.19: Generation capacity in constrained areas, 2022 to 2049

The EA attributes this change in generation to the effect of its proposed benefit-based charge.
Reduced generation capacity in constrained areas will give rise to transmission savings
The EA calculates the amount of avoided transmission capacity in constrained regions in each year as: 75
∂

the total amount of generation capacity in constrained regions in that year;76 multiplied by

∂

0.5 per cent, being the change in generation capacity that the EA attributes to the effect of its proposed
benefit-based charge; multiplied by

∂

50 per cent, being the proportion of transmission expenditure required for growth in generation capacity.

It computes the benefits associated with avoided transmission investment associated with this capacity as: 77
∂

the avoided transmission capacity in constrained regions in each year; multiplied by

75

Electricity Authority spreadsheet, ‘Investment efficiencies model.xlsx’, worksheet ‘Efficient investment’, cells M30:M57.

76

Due to a spreadsheeting error, the EA inadvertently estimates generation capacity using data from three years prior.

77

Electricity Authority spreadsheet, ‘Investment efficiencies model.xlsx’, worksheet ‘Efficient investment’, cells M30:M57.
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∂

the rate of incremental investment expenditure in that year (which we describe in section 3.2.1 above);
divided by

∂

the number of years in its modelling period.

The time series of these benefits are illustrated in figure 3.20 below.
Figure 3.20: Reduced generation capacity gives rise to transmission savings, 2022 to 2049

3.2.3

Greater scrutiny by stakeholders gives rise to more efficient grid investment

The EA expects its proposal to increase the incentives for beneficiaries of transmission investments to more
closely scrutinise proposed investments, which could give rise to benefits in the order of $77 million by: 78
∂

enabling lower cost transmission investments or alternatives to such investments; or

∂

preventing inefficient transmission investments.

The EA considers that this scrutiny would enhance the Commerce Commission’s grid approval processes,
since customers would have increased incentives to reveal information that more accurately reflected a
proposal’s net benefits. We understand that the EA has not sought input from the Commerce Commission
about the degree of improvement that might feasibly be achieved to its processes.
In the context of the Commerce Commission’s consideration of Transpower’s capital expenditure program in
its draft RCP2 determination, the EA states that reductions of 4.4 per cent were applied to Transpower’s
proposed enhancement and development capex. However, it does not reference or otherwise explain how it
developed this estimate.

78

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.146.
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Dividing Transpower’s capital expenditure into six categories, the EA assumes an expected efficiency gain to
each category arising from greater scrutiny under benefit-based charges. These efficiency gains range from
zero to four per cent, and average 1.9 per cent over Transpower’s capital expenditure program between
2022 and 2049. 79
Table 3.1 below sets out the breakdown of estimated efficiencies that the EA assumes would result from
greater scrutiny under the benefit-based charge, and the present value of expenditure (between 2022 and
2049) to which these efficiencies would apply. The table shows that the EA’s assumptions give rise to
aggregate savings of $76.9 million, over total capital expenditure of $3,997.7 million, in present value terms.
Table 3.1: Breakdown of estimated efficiencies from greater scrutiny
Present value of
expenditure

Efficiencies

Present value of
efficiencies

$51.9 million

4 per cent

$2.1 million

Enhancement and development capex (reviewed by the Commerce
Commission)

$121.2 million

2 per cent

$2.4 million

Replacement and refurbishment capex (susceptible to efficiency
gains)

$402.8 million

2 per cent

$8.1 million

$1,879.7 million

1 per cent

$18.8 million

$402.8 million

0 per cent

-

Category
Enhancement and development capex (not reviewed by the
Commerce Commission)

Replacement and refurbishment capex (not susceptible to efficiency
gains)
Replacement and refurbishment capex (no efficiency gains)
Major capex and listed projects

$1,139.3 million

4 per cent

$45.6 million

Total projects

$3,997.7 million

1.9 per cent

$76.9 million

Source: Electricity Authority

3.2.4

More certain policy environment reduces the cost of investment

The EA considers that its proposal would give rise to benefits for investors in both demand-side and supplyside assets because it would increase the certainty of the policy environment. It states that:80
Apart from the incentive advantages, the Authority regards the benefit-based charge as more likely
to be perceived as fair and reasonable than the current approach to spreading the costs of
investments across the country.
Over the long-term, pricing arrangements where you ‘pay for what you get’ would not be
contentious (much like the current arrangements for connection charges). As a result, the proposal
would lead to more durable transmission pricing arrangements than the existing TPM. A durable
TPM is important if the efficiency benefits are to be achieved, and to stop ongoing uncertainty
about the TPM. Uncertainty raises the costs of investments.

It assesses the net benefits of this increased policy uncertainty as $26 million, which is calculated as a
present value change in total welfare. Underpinning this estimate, it assumes that:
∂

its proposed TPM guidelines will give rise to a reduction in policy uncertainty;

∂

the effect of TPM policy uncertainty is to reduce both electricity supplied and electricity demanded, so its
proposal will result in an increase in consumption of electricity;

∂

the combination of these effects gives rise to higher electricity prices; and

79

80

The EA has collected forecasts of Transpower’s capital expenditure between 2021 and 2035. It estimates annual capital expenditure
in each category between 2036 and 2049 as the average of capital expenditure over 2021 and 2035.
Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, paras 3.25-3.26.
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the net effect of increased prices and increased quantity is to increase total welfare.

Proposed TPM guidelines give rise to reduced policy uncertainty
The EA assumes that its proposed TPM guidelines give rise to a decrease in policy uncertainty. It assumes
that:81
∂

under its proposed TPM guidelines, events of heightened political uncertainty occur once every eleven
years; whereas

∂

under the current TPM guidelines, events of heightened political uncertainty occur once every ten years.

The effect of these assumptions is that its proposal gives rise to a reduction in uncertainty of nine per cent, in
relative terms.
The EA assumes that the indexed level of uncertainty is currently 100, so that this amounts to a decrease in
the uncertainty index of nine.82
Reduced policy uncertainty increases electricity consumption
The EA assumes that policy uncertainty has a negative effect on the quantity of electricity demanded and
quantity of electricity supplied. It sets out equations for each of these, by reference to price (P), uncertainty
(U) and income (M):83
=

=

+

+

+

+

+

The EA draws on empirical research that finds that increased policy uncertainty gives rise to reduced
investment.84 The research finds a negative relationship of 8.7 per cent between:85
∂

economic policy uncertainty in the United States, measured by reference to:

∂

>

newspaper articles mentioning uncertainty in connection with the economy and politics;

>

uncertainty about the future expiry of tax code provisions; and

>

dispersion in macroeconomic forecasts of inflation and expenditure; and

corporate capital expenditure expressed as a proportion of total assets.

The EA assumes that this result applies to the New Zealand electricity industry.
It further estimates the effect of increasing uncertainty on electricity supply taking into account:86
∂

the average ratio of current price fixed capital formation to net capital stock (excluding property) between
1987 and 2017 (10.33 per cent); and

∂

the average ratio of output to capital stock between 1987 and 2017 (53 per cent).

81

82

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, p 90.
Electricity Authority spreadsheet, Investment efficiencies model.xlsx, worksheet ‘Durability’.

83

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, equations 36 and 37.

84

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, p 90.

85

Gulen, H & Ion, M, “Policy uncertainty an corporate investments”, The Review of Financial Studies, 29(3), pp 523-564.

86

Electricity Authority spreadsheet, Investment efficiencies model.xlsx, worksheet ‘Durability’.
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The product of these two factors gives rise to an estimate of 0.05, which the EA describes as the ‘effect of
investment on demand and supply’, since it assumes the effects on demand are the same as on supply.87
The EA does not explain whether these measures of output, fixed capital formation and capital stock are
whole of economy measures or specific to the electricity industry.88
The EA estimates the marginal effect of uncertainty on quantity supplied ( ) which it calculates as -2,369,
based on:
∂

the effect of uncertainty on investment derived from the empirical literature, described above; multiplied
by

∂

the effect of investment on demand and supply, described above; multiplied by

∂

a ‘baseline quantity’ of just over 47 million MWh; divided by

∂

a ‘baseline price’ of $94.5 per MWh.

Reduced policy uncertainty increases prices
The EA expresses its equilibrium price condition as:89
=

(

−

)+

−

+

+

It estimates the slope coefficient of price against uncertainty as -0.005, calculated as:90
+
−

Given a reduction of uncertainty of nine per cent, the EA estimates the change in price as a result of its
proposal as an increase of 0.05 per cent.91 Applied to the baseline price of $94.5 per MWh, this amounts to
an increase in price of $0.05 per MWh.
Net effect of increased consumption and higher prices is net welfare benefits
The EA calculates net benefits associated with increased durability as the change in total surplus, that is:92
∆

=

(

−

) + ( − ′) ′ − ( − )

Due to its use of Monte Carlo analysis, we cannot describe in exact terms the calculation of the EA’s
estimate of net benefits. The EA’s estimate of $26 million in net benefits is the average of many individual
trials, each of which utilise this calculation.

87

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, p 90.

88

Given the long asset lives and capital intensity of electricity supply, we would expect capital expenditure as a proportion of capital
stock and the ratio of output to capital stock to be lower than these estimates.

89

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, equation 39. There appears to be an error in this formula, since the EA has inadvertently added (rather than subtracted)
the numerator.

90

91
92

in

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, equation 43; and Electricity Authority spreadsheet, Investment efficiencies model.xlsx, worksheet ‘Durability’. This equation is
also affected by the error noted in footnote 89 above.
Calculated as 0.005 multiplied by -0.09.
Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, equation 45. This is consistent with the formula that it applies in its Python code at Durability – monte carlo.py, but different from
the approach disclosed in its spreadsheet Investment efficiencies model.xlsx.
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3.3 Administrative costs arising from the proposal
The EA estimates costs associated with development, implementation and operation of its proposed TPM
guidelines across all parties, of $26 million. Figure 3.21 below indicates the breakdown of these costs
between each of these functions.
Figure 3.21: Categories of benefits and costs attributable to administrative costs

Table 3.2 below summarises the breakdown of the EA’s estimates of costs for development, implementation
and operation according to the party that is expected to incur these costs. We understand that these costs
are arrived at through bottom-up estimates, rather than by reference to the actual costs involved with
engagement on TPM processes to date.
Table 3.2: Breakdown of the costs for development, implementation and operation
Development and
approval

Implementation

Operation

Total

$4,080,000

$6,440,000

$8,885,000

$19,405,000

$750,000

n/a

n/a

$750,000

Stakeholders

$1,500,000

$670,000

$370,000

$2,540,000

Legal costs

$1,500,000

$1,500,000

n/a

$3,000,000

Total

$7,830,000

$8,610,000

$9,260,000

$25,695,000

Party
Transpower
EA

Source: Electricity Authority

The remainder of this section describes the assumptions that underpin these estimates of costs.
3.3.1

Development and approval costs

The EA estimates that the costs of TPM development and approval are $7.83 million, comprised of: 93
∂

$4.08 million incurred by Transpower;

∂

$0.75 million incurred by the EA;

∂

$1.50 million incurred by stakeholders; and

∂

$1.50 million of legal costs incurred by the EA, Transpower and various stakeholders.

93

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p 49.
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Transpower’s costs
The EA estimates Transpower’s costs by updating estimates of development costs included in Transpower’s
submission to the EA’s 2016 TPM second issues paper. Transpower commissioned PwC to estimate its
development costs, which amounted to $4.28 million under the ‘high complexity scenario’ that involved
implementing the ‘full scope’ of the EA’s 2016 TPM guidelines. 94
The EA takes the ‘high complexity scenario’ development cost estimate and reduces it by $200,000. It states
that this adjustment is for differences between the EA’s 2016 and current proposals.95 This gives rise to an
estimate of $4.08 million, which is not adjusted for inflation (ie, is in 2016 dollars).
EA’s costs
The EA develops a bottom-up estimation of its own TPM development costs as $750,000, being the product
of:96
∂

the number of additional full time employees required for development (ie, four);

∂

the cost of an additional full time employee (ie, $250,000 per year); and

∂

the period over which they would be required (ie, nine months).

Stakeholders’ costs
The EA develops a bottom-up estimate of stakeholders’ costs, by estimating the costs associated with
stakeholders developing submissions to the TPM. The EA:97
∂

defines five ‘cost categories’, which range from ‘negligible cost’ to ‘very high cost’, based on the
complexity of the submission;

∂

estimates the cost of developing a submission for each cost category, which ranges from $0 for
negligible cost to $125,000 for very high cost submissions; and

∂

estimates the number of submissions which would be developed under each cost category, which ranges
from 178 for negligible cost to two for very high cost and reflects a total of 300 submissions.

The EA estimates the total cost of stakeholder submissions as $1.50 million, as the number of submissions
which would be developed under each cost category multiplied by the cost of developing that category of
submission.
Legal costs
The EA estimates that the costs associated with legal challenges that arise in the TPM development process
would be approximately $1.50 million ‘based on [its] experience with legal challenges to several of [its]
decisions over the years.’98
3.3.2

Implementation costs

The EA estimates that the costs of TPM implementation are $8.61 million, comprised of:99

94

PwC, TPM change impact assessment, July 2016, p 24.

95

Electricity Authority spreadsheet, Net costs.xlsx, worksheet ‘TPM development cost estimate’

96

Electricity Authority spreadsheet, Net costs.xlsx, worksheet ‘TPM development cost estimate’

97

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, pp 99-100.

98

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, para 5.39, p 100.

99

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p 49.
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∂

$6.44 million incurred by Transpower;

∂

$0.67 million incurred by stakeholders; and

∂

$1.50 million of legal costs incurred by the EA, Transpower and various stakeholders.

Transpower’s costs
The EA develops Transpower’s costs by updating estimates of implementation costs included in
Transpower’s submission to the EA’s 2016 TPM second issues paper. Transpower commissioned PwC to
estimate its costs which came to $9.66 million under the ‘high complexity scenario’ which involves
implementing the ‘full scope’ of the EA’s 2016 TPM guidelines. 100
The EA takes the ‘high complexity scenario’ implementation cost estimate and reduces it by 33 per cent, an
adjustment for difference between the EA’s 2016 and current proposals.101 The produces an estimate of
$6.44 million, which is not adjusted for inflation (ie, is in 2016 dollars). 102
Stakeholders’ costs
The EA estimates the costs to stakeholders associated with implementation of the new TPM by summing
together bottom-up estimates of costs for transmission customers and distribution businesses. The EA
estimates the cost for transmission customers as $0.37 million, based on: 103
∂

adopting the assumption that each business would require four weeks of an analyst’s time to undertake
implementation activities;

∂

pro-rating the average salary of an analyst (ie, $100,000) for four weeks; and

∂

multiplying by the number of transmission customers (ie, 48).

The EA estimates the cost for distribution businesses (ie, changes to IT systems) of $0.3 million, based
on:104
∂

adopting the assumption that half (ie, 15) of New Zealand’s distributors would require upgrades; and

∂

multiplying this by the ‘average’ IT system change cost of $20,000.

The EA’s total cost estimate for transmission customers and distribution businesses of $0.67 million is the
total of these separate cost estimates.
Legal costs
The EA estimates that the costs associated with legal challenges that arise in the TPM implementation
process would be approximately $1.50 million.105

100

PwC, TPM change impact assessment, July 2016, p 25.

101

Electricity Authority spreadsheet, Net costs.xlsx, worksheet ‘TPM implementation cost estimate’

102

Calculated as $9,661,000 × ⅔ = $6,440,667

103

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, p 102.

104

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, p 102.

105

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, para 5.39, p 102.
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Operational costs

The EA estimates that the costs of ongoing administration and operation of the TPM are $9.26 million,
comprised of:106
∂

$8.89 million incurred by Transpower; and

∂

$0.37 million incurred by stakeholders.

Transpower’s costs
The EA estimates Transpower’s costs by updating estimates of operational costs included in Transpower’s
submission to the EA’s 2016 TPM second issues paper. Transpower commissioned PwC to estimate its
costs which came to $1.53 million in the first year of implementation and $0.81 million for each subsequent
year under the ‘high complexity scenario’ which involves implementing the ‘full scope’ of the EA’s 2016 TPM
guidelines.107
The EA takes the ‘high complexity scenario’ implementation cost estimate and adjusts for differences
between the EA’s 2016 and current proposals by:108
∂

reducing the initial implementation operations costs by 25 per cent; and

∂

reducing ongoing operations costs in subsequent years by 25 per cent.

The EA adds the initial implementation operations costs with the present value of ongoing operations costs
over the following 30 years, using a discount rate of 6 per cent. This gives rise to an estimate of $8.89
million, which is not adjusted for inflation (ie, is in 2016 dollars).109
Stakeholders’ costs
The EA reasons that transmission customers would periodically face incremental costs arising from the
reassignment provisions in its TPM (ie, they will request that Transpower reduce the value of a transmission
investment).110 The EA estimates the present value costs to stakeholders as $0.37 million, by:111
∂

adopting the assumption that the reassignment process will be undertaken at 10 years, 20 years and 30
years in the future;

∂

each reassignment process will involve:
>

two transmission customers asking for reassignment; and

>

15, 16, or 17 transmission customers making submissions at 10 years, 20 years and 30 years,
respectively;

∂

the cost incurred by a transmission customer asking for a reassignment is $100,000; and

∂

the cost incurred by a transmission customer making a submission is $10,000.

106

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p 49.

107

PwC, TPM change impact assessment, July 2016, p 23.

108

Electricity Authority spreadsheet, Net costs.xlsx, worksheet ‘TPM ongoing cost estimate’.

109

Calculated as $1,525.000 × 0.75 + ∑

110

$

,

.

× .

.

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, p 104.

111

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, pp 104-105.
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4. Errors in the EA’s conceptual framework
The EA’s cost benefit analysis estimates net benefits associated with its proposal of $2,711 billion. These
are substantially higher than the benefits that were assessed for the EA’s substantially similar 2016 proposal.
However, the benefits derived from the EA’s analysis are illusory. The EA’s cost benefit analysis is affected
by errors that cause it to overstate the benefits and understate the costs of its proposal. The EA’s conceptual
framework for estimating the benefits under its grid use model, which accounts for the large majority of the
net benefits, contains errors such that it:
∂

overestimates the benefits of its proposal by including a substantial transfer from producers to
consumers, whereas it should only include the change in deadweight loss; and

∂

underestimates the costs of its proposal by excluding the impact of higher peak demand on generation
and distribution costs, while capturing only some of the impact on transmission costs.

The concepts behind the EA’s grid use model are simple. It estimates net benefits of $2,593 million under its
proposal, comprised of:
∂

increases in consumer surplus, associated with higher consumption and lower prices, of $2,579 million;
plus

∂

reduced inefficient investment in batteries intended to avoid the RCPD charge of $202 million; less

∂

increased transmission costs due to higher peak period demand bringing forward grid investments.

Transfers between two groups are not benefits to society and do not improve economic efficiency. However,
the EA’s estimate of benefits associated with greater use of the grid are dominated by transfers from
generators to consumers associated with lower nodal prices. In this section we show that the vast majority –
about 98 per cent – of the change in consumer surplus that the EA estimates is a transfer, rather than a
benefit.
Most of the benefits that the EA claims for its proposal arise from higher peak demand due to the removal of
the RCPD charge. However, higher peak demand imposes costs on the electricity industry, since it requires
greater capacity to be built in each of the generation, transmission and distribution sectors. The EA’s cost
benefit analysis underestimates these costs because it:
∂

assumes incorrectly that the costs of building new generation capacity are incorporated in its analysis;

∂

ignores altogether the costs of building new distribution capacity; and

∂

underestimates the costs of building new transmission capacity by averaging across scenarios with lower
cost outcomes (while not having regard to those scenarios in its estimates of benefits).

A cost benefit analysis of the EA’s proposal should take into account all costs that it causes – whether these
arise in the transmission sector or elsewhere in the electricity industry. By way of example, the Commerce
Commission’s approach to reviewing the efficiency of capital expenditure proposed by Transpower explicitly
has regard to ‘the capital cost of efficiently meeting demand by means of modelled projects’, where these
include all non-transmission related assets potentially affected by the option being evaluated.112
We visually set out these issues in figure 4.1 below. The figure indicates categories of benefits and costs:
∂

in blue for which the EA should and does have regard (although not always correctly);

112

Commerce Commission, Transpower Capital Expenditure Input Methodology Determination 2012 (Principal Determination), 1 June
2018, pp 65, 70..
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∂

in grey for which the EA should but does not have regard; and

∂

in red for which the EA should not but does have regard.

Figure 4.1: Framework for estimating net benefits in grid use model

With simple corrections, the EA’s grid use model can be shown to estimate net costs of $2,303 million, rather
than the net benefits of $2,593 million that it claims. The composition of these estimates is set out at table
4.1 below.
Table 4.1: Revised estimates of net benefit from the grid use model
Description

EA’s estimate of benefit

Our estimate of benefit

$2,579 million

$51 million

More efficient investment in batteries

$202 million

$202 million

Increase in transmission costs

-$188 million

-$324 million

n/a

-$1,940 million

Change in consumer surplus

Increase in generation costs
Increase in distribution costs
Total grid use net benefit

n/a

-$292 million

$2,593 million

-$2,303 million

Source: Electricity Authority, HoustonKemp

However, as we explain in more detail in section 5 below, the EA’s cost benefit analysis contains numerous
errors of assumption and approach. These errors mean that no reliance should be placed on estimates of
net benefit (or net cost) that arise from its modelling.
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4.1 Change in consumer surplus is largely comprised of transfers
The EA’s framework for assessing cost and benefits is focused on the net benefits of its reform for society,
rather than any single group. For example, it states:113
…it is possible that the price effect includes some wealth transfers from generators to consumers.
That is, if wholesale prices reduce under the proposal, it could be argued that consumers gain at
the cost of generators. The [EA] does not take wealth transfers into account in making decisions.

Transfers between two groups are not benefits to society and do not improve economic efficiency. However,
the EA’s estimate of benefits associated with greater use of the grid is dominated by transfers from
generators to consumers associated with lower nodal prices.
The EA’s assessment of the benefits associated with its proposal includes the change in consumer surplus
that it models as arising from changes to nodal prices that flow from its proposal. We describe its approach
to estimating these benefits in section 3.1.8.
We describe in section 5.1.1 why the approach used by the EA to estimate the change in consumer cannot
reliably be applied in the context of its cost benefit analysis, because the change in consumption will not
represent a shift along the demand curve, as the EA assumes. However, if we set aside this concern and
address the EA’s estimate on the basis that such a shift is a reasonable representation of the change in
consumer surplus, this estimate will overstate substantially the net benefit associated with its proposal.
The effect of including changes in consumer surplus is that the EA’s estimate of benefits includes not just
changes in deadweight loss, but also changes in transfers between generators and consumers. Figure 4.2
below indicates the change in consumer surplus and shows that this includes:
∂

a transfer from consumers to generators when nodal prices increase; and

∂

a transfer from generators to consumers when nodal prices decrease.

Figure 4.2 also indicates the change in consumer surplus includes:
∂

an increase in deadweight loss when nodal prices increase; and

∂

a decrease in deadweight loss when nodal prices decrease.

In figure 4.2, the regions shaded grey indicate a change in consumer surplus due to a transfer and the
regions shaded blue indicate a change in consumer surplus from a reduction in dead weight loss.

113

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.61, p 31.
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Figure 4.2: Changes in consumer surplus include transfers

The transfer can also clearly be seen in the EA’s formula for the change in consumer surplus. In the context
of a decrease in price, the EA’s formula separately identifies the transfer as against the change in
deadweight loss.
∆

=

−

(

−

)− (

Transfer

)(

−

−

Change in
deadweight loss

)

The EA reports that energy prices would be around one per cent lower, on average, under its proposal as
compared to the status quo. In the context of a market in which approximately $4.2 billion of electricity was
sold in 2018,114 it is hardly surprising that the present value of an increase in consumer surplus associated
with a reduction of price of this magnitude would be substantial. The EA estimates this increase in consumer
surplus as $4.37 billion under its base case ‘all major capex’ scenario.
4.1.1

Almost all the EA’s estimate of benefit is a transfer

It is also straightforward to see that the vast majority of the increase in consumer surplus resulting from the
change in prices is a transfer.
The EA estimates the price impact of its reform as approximately one per cent. However, its model outputs
suggest that, on a volume weighted basis, the present value of average wholesale prices under the proposal
are 3.19 per cent lower than under the status quo.115
Demand for electricity is understood to be inelastic, so the impact on quantity demanded will be less than the
price change. It follows that the change in deadweight loss associated with a 3.19 per cent change in price
should be less than 1.60 per cent of the transfer since the change in consumer surplus can be expressed in
terms of the relative change in prices and quantities, as shown below:
∆

= − (∆ ) − (∆ )(∆ ) = −

∆

+

∆

∆

114

Estimated from demand data and price data sourced at the Electricity Authority’s website, accessible at www.emi.ea.govt.nz/r/1v1rx
and www.emi.ea.govt.nz/r/4413r.

115

Calculated using outputs from the EA’s ‘all major capex’ base scenario.
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The EA cites a long run elasticity of demand for electricity of -0.74.116 If this estimate were accurate then it
suggests that, from a total increase in consumer surplus of $4,370 million:
∂

the transfer from generators to consumers must be at least $4,319 million; 117 and

∂

the reduction in deadweight loss can be at most $51 million.

The simple calculations above demonstrate that almost all – about 99 per cent – of the change in consumer
surplus is likely due to a transfer from generators to consumers, with only a small residual potentially
representing an improvement in efficiency.
4.1.2

Model averaging does not mitigate this concern

The EA notes that taking into account the change in consumer surplus that include the effects of generation
investment on wholesale energy prices is not likely to be a reasonable approach since this may contain a
mix of efficiency effects and transfers, which it claims are difficult to disentangle. The EA explains: 118
…the [EA] considers it should place less reliance on the potential benefits from this generation
investment and energy price effect, compared to the allocative efficiency effects that would come
about directly from the proposed change in transmission prices.

Its preferred approach to addressing this is to present as its ‘main estimate’ a change in consumer surplus
estimate calculated as the mid-point between:119
∂

$4,370 million, which includes modelled reduction in energy prices; and

∂

$50.8 million, which holds energy prices constant.

The EA justifies its model averaging on the basis that:120
Model averaging is a common adjustment when there is uncertainty about the best approach. The
Authority considers this to be an appropriate adjustment in this case too.

In our view, this position is not supportable, given that there such a substantial difference between the
estimates and that basic economic principles can be used to disentangle the transfer from the efficiency
gain.
The EA does not reference the statistical theory that supports its preferred model averaging period. We are
aware of propositions in other contexts that adopting a weighted average of two estimators may give rise to
an estimate that has lower mean square error than either estimator, even if one of those estimators is
biased.121 However, in relation to that theory, it is relevant to note that:
∂

this approach does not support the simple averaging of two estimators where one is understood to have
substantial bias – instead, the weight of the biased estimator would be reduced commensurate with its
bias; and

∂

this approach does not support using a biased estimator in circumstances in which it is possible to
correct or reduce this bias – an adjustment that would further improve mean squared error.

116

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.115, p 40.

117

Calculated as $4,370 / (1 + 0.5 x 0.74 x 0.0319).

118

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.100, p 38.

119

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, paras 4.99-4.100; and
Electricity Authority spreadsheet, Summary costs and benefits.xlsx, worksheet ‘Summary grid use model’.

120

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.100.

121

This argument has been put by Dr Martin Lally for the Commerce Commission in his approach to considering how the tax-adjusted
market risk premium should be calculated. See Lally M, Review of submissions on the cost of debt and the TAMRP for UCLL and UBA
services, 13 June 2014, pp 23-25.
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It follows that the EA should not adopt an estimate of benefits as the simple average of $4.37 billion and
$50.8 million. This approach does not significantly reduce the concerns about the extent to which it captures
transfers in its estimate of benefits. Rather, the effect of the averaging process is to reduce the share of
transfers in the EA’s estimate of the change in consumer surplus from 99 per cent to 98 per cent.122
In our view, absent other concerns with the EA’s modelling (which we discuss in section 5.1 below), it would
be reasonable to conclude that the benefit arising from reduced deadweight loss fall within a range that is
bounded above by about $51 million, consistent with the approximate upper bound of benefits from its
modelling.

4.2 Increases in generation costs are not taken into account
The EA’s grid use model estimates that increased use of the transmission network at peak times under its
proposal gives rise to an additional $1,940 million of investment in new generation facilities. These should be
accounted for as costs associated with the EA’s proposal.
However, the EA does not factor these additional generation costs into its cost benefit analysis, stating that it
believes that the generation sector is competitive:123
The CBA does not include any costs for generation investment brought forward. This is because
the generation sector is assumed to be competitive, so any generation investment that occurs as
a result of the proposal is assumed to be efficient investment.

This is not a valid basis for excluding the costs of additional generation. The costs of investing in new
generation are costs to society to which the EA must have regard in assessing the costs and benefits of its
proposal, regardless of the competitiveness or otherwise of the generation sector.
In the context of a competitive generation sector, it might generally be expected that the revenues earned by
new entrants would be similar to their costs. However, this does not occur in the EA’s grid use model. We
explain in section 5.1.2 below that errors in the EA’s modelling give rise to a significant reduction in the
profitability of the generation sector. This in turn causes the wholesale price to collapse due to the quantity of
new generation capacity flooding the market – a collapse that would not have occurred in a competitive
market.
It follows that the EA’s modelling framework proposes to:
∂

take into account the benefits associated with this decrease in price, consisting of reduced deadweight
losses;124 but

∂

not take into account the costs that give rise to this decrease in price, consisting of additional investment
in generation.

The inconsistency between these assumptions is self-evident. It cannot be reasonable to capture the
benefits associated with the influx of generators that the EA models without also taking into account the
costs. The correct approach is that all benefits and all costs associated with the EA’s proposal should be
taken into account in the analysis.

4.3 Increases in distribution costs are ignored
The EA does not take into account the increased costs of providing distribution services that are associated
with increases of peak demand that it assesses in its grid use modelling.
122

Estimated as 1 - $50.8 / $2,579.

123

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.162.

124

Although we explain in section 4.1 above that the EA erroneously also includes in its estimate of benefits the transfers from
producers to consumers associated with this decrease in price.
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This is a material error in its assessment of the costs and benefits of its proposal. Higher distribution costs
follow as a consequence of the EA’s proposed reform and should be taken into account along with other
costs and benefits of its proposal. It is not correct for the EA to assume away these costs by stating that its
cost benefit analysis ‘focuses’ on transmission.
Under simple assumptions as to the LRMC of distribution network capacity, we estimate that the additional
costs of providing distribution network capacity to serve increased peak demand under the EA’s proposal lies
in a range from $106 million to $428 million.
We set out the basis for these views in more detail below.
4.3.1

Assessment of the costs of the EA’s proposal must include increased distribution capacity

The EA states that it does not take into account the increased costs associated with providing distribution
network services associated with the benefits of increased use of the transmission network:125
The CBA does not include any costs for distribution network investment brought forward. This is
because the focus of the CBA is transmission, not distribution. Accordingly, we have not evaluated
either the incremental costs or the incremental benefits associated with the distribution network.

This assumption is not tenable. We show at figure 3.7 above that, under the EA’s assumptions, average
demand in the peak period increases by up to 1,300 MW under its proposal as compared to the status quo.
Increases in peak demand of this magnitude can reasonably be expected to have substantial impacts on the
costs of providing distribution network services, since distribution businesses will likely need to undertake
capacity augmentation to meet increased demand.
Increased use of the transmission network at peak times gives rise to benefits to users of the transmission
network. However, it also imposes costs in terms of the increased investment in capacity that generation,
distribution and transmission facilities must provide in order to service this demand.
It is not correct for the EA to assume away distribution costs by stating that its cost benefit analysis ‘focuses’
on transmission. This is no more reasonable than a view that its analysis should focus only on benefits,
rather than costs. Distribution costs follow as a direct result of the increased demand that the EA models as
following from its reform and giving rise to benefits in the form of reduced deadweight loss. These increased
costs should be incorporated into the analysis.
Distribution networks are regulated entities. Additional capital expenditure that they undertake to meet
increases in peak demand is rolled into their regulated asset bases and recovered from customers in higher
electricity prices. The EA’s assumption that it can ignore distribution costs effectively means that it is
choosing to ignore a large part of the impact that its proposal would have on the costs of supplying
electricity, and so on the customers of electricity. It is not possible to reconcile this approach with the EA’s
statutory objective.
4.3.2

Increased distribution capacity required under the proposal likely imposes significant costs

Under the EA’s ‘all major capex’ scenario, the proposal results in an average increase in average peak
demand of 654 MW from 2022 with a maximum incremental increase of 1,322 MW in 2040 over the status
quo. We show these effects in figure 4.3 below.
To estimate the extent to which the incremental increase in demand under the proposal passes through to
the maximum annual peak demand of New Zealand distribution networks on average, we conservatively
assume that:
∂

distribution network peak demand has an 80 per cent coincidence with transmission peak demand on
average;

125

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.160.
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∂

the maximum annual peak demand of distribution networks is 120 per cent of the annual average peak
demand; and

∂

the share of peak demand attributable to distribution networks, rather than other types of transmission
connected customers, is 89 per cent.126

Under these assumptions, the proposal gives rise to an average increase in distribution network annual peak
demand of 447 MW from 2022 with a maximum increase of 904 MW in 2040 over the status quo.
Figure 4.3: Changes to distribution network demand under the EA’s proposal

Source: Electricity Authority and HoustonKemp analysis

We form a wide range of LRMC estimates for New Zealand distribution networks by reference to the costs
reported by Australian networks in the context of their tariff structure statements. 127 The Australian
distribution network LRMCs used are set out in table 4.2 below. 128

126

Electricity Authority spreadsheet, ‘Proposal impacts modelling.xlsx’.

127

NEM Distribution Network current Tariff Structure Statements, https://www.aer.gov.au/networks-pipelines/determinations-accessarrangements/pricing-proposals-tariffs. We assume a power factor of 80 per cent and an exchange rate of 1.05 NZD per AUD.

128

The Australian LRMCs are expressed on the basis of LRMC for incremental demand for a customer connected at a particular voltage
level. For example, a low voltage customer has a higher LRMC than an HV customer because its LRMC estimate reflects the long run
costs of both low voltage and high voltage assets that it uses.
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Table 4.2: Australian distribution network LRMCs
Unit

Low voltage
residential

Low voltage
commercial

High voltage

Subtransmission

AusNet Services

($/kW per year)

93.17

93.17

25.83

16.89

CitiPower

($/kW per year)

98.91

111.88

70.67

26.04

Powercor

($/kW per year)

101.43

116.66

80.85

10.29

United Energy

($/kW per year)

67.97

79.36

48.94

9.83

Essential

($/kW per year)

150.62

121.73

14.06

Ausgrid

($/kW per year)

59.01

37.80

6.72

Endeavour

($/kW per year)

95.87

8.51

8.19

Energex

($/kW per year)

136.58

130.03

63.38

EvoEnergy

($/kW per year)

Power and Water Corporation

($/kW per year)

SA Power Networks

($/kW per year)

116.55

116.55

84.00

TasNetworks

($/kW per year)

147.00

140.70

93.45

Jemena

($/kW per year)

124.95

110.25

52.50

Distribution network

116.55

Low voltage

55.65

12.60
252.00

119.70
23.10

52.50

Source: Australian electricity distribution businesses

We acknowledge that Australian estimates of LRMC are an imperfect proxy for New Zealand distribution
network costs. To mitigate against this concern, we have adopted a very wide range of LRMC values from
the Australian estimates, ranging from:
∂

a low estimate of LRMC of $29 per kW (the lower quartile);

∂

a mean estimate of LRMC of $80 per kW; and

∂

a high estimate of LRMC of $117 per kW (the upper quartile).

In our view, the bottom end of this range is likely to substantially underestimate the average LRMC of a
distribution network since it is derived from the LRMC for a high voltage customer, which does not include
any of the costs of low voltage assets.
We note that Orion’s estimates of long-run average incremental cost (which is how most estimates of LRMC
are developed in Australia) is $104 per kW per year for general connections and $96 per kVA for major
customers connections.129 These estimates are aligned with, and at the upper end, of the range of cost
estimates that we present above.
Applying our estimate of the average LRMC of New Zealand distribution networks to the incremental
increase in distribution network annual peak demand as a result of the proposal, and using a discount rate of
6 per cent, we find that:
∂

under the low estimate of the average LRMC of New Zealand distribution networks the proposal leads
to:

∂

>

average annual present value incremental distribution network costs of $3.80m; and

>

maximum annual present value incremental distribution network costs of $7.70m in 2040;

under the mean estimate of the average LRMC of New Zealand distribution networks the proposal leads
to:

129

Orion, Methodology for deriving delivery prices, 22 February 2019, pp 28 and 34.
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>

average annual present value incremental distribution network costs of $10.43m; and

>

maximum annual present value incremental distribution network costs of $21.16m in 2040;

under the high estimate of the average LRMC of New Zealand distribution networks the proposal leads
to:
>

average annual present value incremental distribution network costs of $15.27m; and

>

maximum annual present value incremental distribution network costs of $30.98m in 2040.

Figure 4.4 below shows the present value of annual incremental distribution network costs as a result of the
proposal from 2022 until the end of the modelling period.
Figure 4.4: Present value annual incremental distribution network costs, 2022 to 2049

Source: HoustonKemp analysis

Based on this analysis, we find that the net present value of incremental annual distribution network costs as
a result of the EA’s proposal under the ‘all major capex’ scenario is:
∂

$106m under the low estimate of average New Zealand distribution network LRMC;

∂

$292m under the mean estimate of average New Zealand distribution network LRMC; and

∂

$428m under the high estimate of the average New Zealand distribution network LRMC.

We consider that the additional costs of providing distribution network capacity to serve increased peak
demand under the EA’s proposal is likely to lie in a range from $106 million to $428 million.

4.4 Increases in transmission costs are underestimated
We explain in section 3.1.9 that the EA assumes that increases in peak demand brings forward transmission
investment. This is an appropriate assumption – along with the costs of generation and distribution
investment, the costs of transmission investments driven by increases in peak demand should be taken into
account.
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However, the EA’s central estimate of $188 million is inappropriately calculated as the average of two
alternative estimates of increased transmission investment under two scenarios, being:
∂

$324 million under the EA’s ‘all major capex’ scenario; and

∂

$51 million under the ‘demand major capex’ scenario.

The EA employs 14 scenarios in its grid use model, of which its central scenario is the ‘all major capex’
scenario. For example, its central estimate of change of consumer surplus draws on the ‘all major capex’
scenario, which takes into account extensive investment in batteries under the status quo and generation
under the proposal – assumptions that we describe in more detail in section 4 below. By contrast, the
‘demand major capex’ scenario does not take into account these effects.
Against this backdrop, we do not consider it reasonable for the EA to adopt a central estimate for
transmission investment brought forward that averages across these scenarios. The ‘all major capex’
scenario provides central estimates for the key benefits that the EA claims for its grid use model. To be
consistent with this, the EA should also adopt central estimates for costs from the same model.
By way of example, the EA claims increased consumer surplus of $2,579 million and reduced battery
investment of $202 million under the ‘all major capex’ scenario. However, under the ‘demand major capex’
scenario, these benefits are $83 million and $0 million respectively.130 Yet, the EA does not propose to
estimate its benefits as the simple average of results under these scenarios.
Consistent with its reliance on the ‘all major capex’ scenario as its central estimate, the EA should utilise
$324 million as its central estimate of transmission investment brought forward under its proposal.

130

Electricity Authority spreadsheet, Summary costs and benefits.xlsx, workbook ‘Summary grid use model’.
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5. Further errors of assumption and approach
In addition to the errors in the conceptual framework that we identify in section 4 above, the EA’s cost benefit
analysis also incorporates material errors of assumption and approach in the implementation of that
framework.
Of greatest consequence, we note that:
∂

the EA’s modelling of battery investment, generation investment and wholesale market prices are
affected by substantial errors that cause the EA to overestimate battery investment under the status quo
and generation entry under its proposal;

∂

the EA relies on an unreliable basis for estimating the change in consumer surplus which cannot be
applied validly given the shifts of demand curves that it assumes;

∂

our review of the EA’s demand modelling suggests that there is little reason to believe that the models
that the EA uses to estimate elasticities give rise to robust and statistically significant estimates;

∂

the modelling of investment efficiencies assumes that the benefit-based charge sends a cost-based
pricing signal, which is not a component of the EA’s proposal; and

∂

the calculation of benefits associated with increased scrutiny and increased durability of the proposal are
entirely unreliable since they depend on assumptions which cannot be confirmed by reference to facts.

In our view, the number and nature of the errors that affect its analysis mean that no reliance can be placed
on the results of the EA’s modelling.

5.1 Greater use of the grid
Under the EA’s proposal, the RCPD charge will be removed and interconnection costs will be recovered
through fixed charges. The EA considers that this change will result in more efficient utilisation of the
transmission grid, reflected in increased use of the grid during peak periods.
The EA estimates net benefits associated with greater use of the grid of $2,611 million, falling into a range
from $167 million to $6,140 million. At section 3.1 above, we explain the assumptions and steps that
underpin these estimates.
We explain in section 4 above that these estimates are vastly overstated and reflect the outcomes of an
analytical framework that does not correctly capture the benefits and costs associated with greater grid use.
In addition to these concerns, the EA’s implementation of its analytical framework is affected by further
errors, such that its estimates of benefits:
∂

include the avoided costs of substantial inefficient investment in grid-scale batteries under the status quo,
based on a framework for analysis that does not capture the key economic factors that influence
decisions to build batteries;

∂

reflect reductions in wholesale prices based on a rule for generation entry that is not forward-looking,
resulting in outcomes that would give rise to significant losses for generators under the EA’s proposal;

∂

rest on a framework for assessing consumer surplus that cannot reliably be applied in the circumstances;
and

∂ rely on elasticity estimates sourced from demand modelling that is of uncertain reliability.
.
5.1.1 Benefits assume uneconomic investment in batteries in the status quo
We explain in section 3.1.5 above that the EA’s modelling assumes that there will be a surge of inefficient
investment in batteries under the status quo, amounting to additional investment of $202 million in present
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value terms. This amounts to an assumption that over 3,000 MW of battery capacity would be installed under
the status quo for the purpose of avoiding transmission charges.
The purpose of modelling is to capture the essence of key relationships that transform inputs into outputs.
Making simplifying assumptions is a necessary requirement for modelling. However, in making
simplifications, it is important that essential elements of the fundamental relationship that is intended to be
captured are retained, and that the assumptions do not themselves simply determine the results of the
modelling. The EA’s approach to modelling battery investment falls into this error because:
∂

its EA’s modelling framework is incapable of capturing the declining profitability of marginal investment in
batteries; and

∂

the battery capacity chosen by the model does not reflect an optimal economic decision determined by
the model but is the result of a poorly justified relationship imposed within the model and driven by an
assumed parameter value.

The result of these errors is that the EA’s grid use modelling is likely to overstate substantially the extent to
which battery investment would be incentivised under the status quo.
Investment case for batteries declines rapidly with increasing investment
The economic opportunity for a battery involves arbitrage between periods with low and high prices. It
follows that it is reasonable to assume that recovering interconnection costs at peak times may give rise to
incentives for transmission users to invest in batteries to avoid transmission charges.
Under the current TPM, RCPD charges are recovered across the 100 highest peaks of regional coincident
demand in a year. It follows that batteries that aim to avoid these charges will operate so as to:
∂

charge during periods of low wholesale prices; and

∂

discharge during periods in which the RCPD charge is likely to apply.

Investment in batteries would be expected to give rise to ‘shaving’ of peak load, reducing the opportunities
for further battery investment. Figure 5.1 shows a stylised diagram in which batteries are used to shave load
from a load duration profile. Even under these idealised assumptions, in which batteries are assumed to
discharge when required, the opportunities for battery investment decline with additional installed battery
capacity.
Since the RCPD charge is applied to 100 half hour periods with the highest regional demand, the optimal
strategy in a peak period is to avoid the transmission charge by reducing demand up to (but no further) than
the point at which the charge could no longer apply to that period. This provides the greatest benefit for the
very highest peak, and less benefit for lower peaks. As the process continues, load in a greater number of
periods must be reduced to achieve a reduction in the transmission charge. This means that the marginal
benefit associated with each battery declines increasingly steeply with each additional investment.
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Figure 5.1: Investment in batteries shave peak demand from the load duration profile

Source: HoustonKemp

EA’s modelling framework does not capture economic value of batteries
The EA’s modelling does not correctly capture the profitability of investment in batteries. Under the status
quo, it assumes that consumers invest in batteries whenever net revenues are greater than capital costs.
However, once this threshold is reached, the amount of battery investment in a given year is the greater of 1
MW and equation 29 set out in the EA’s technical appendix: 131
⋅

⋅

,

,

+

This relationship has some properties that might be consistent with those that would be expected of a battery
investment process. In particular, it decreases with existing battery capacity, increases with peak demand,
increases with net revenue and decreases with capital costs. However, the relationship is neither:
∂

derived from clearly set out economic principles; nor

∂

estimated by reference to observed outcomes.

Once battery revenues exceed battery costs, this investment function determines the path of forward battery
investment. This means that the level of battery investment estimated by the EA is not determined by
reference to a model of optimal decision-making in response to economic inputs, but rather reflects a predetermined mode of behaviour set in motion by the EA’s assumptions.

131

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, equation 29, p 60.
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Ultimately, the upper limit on aggregate battery investment determines the total battery investment in the
status quo, and the assumed investment elasticity ( ) determines how quickly that maximum is reached.
This lack of economic principle behind the EA’s modelling explains the reason that it has imposed an upper
limit on aggregate battery investment, which binds from 2042, as can be seen in figure 3.6 above. This would
not be necessary if its investment function reflected optimal economic decision making.
We also observe that the EA models the effect of battery investment as shifting demand into the shoulder
period. This produces the nonsensical result that, by the end of the modelling period, the average demand in
the shoulder under the status quo is greater than average demand in the peak, indicating that at least some
of the periods over which the RCPD charge is collected are likely to be in the shoulder. Figure 3.7 above
demonstrates that average demand in the peak falls below average demand in the shoulder, under the
status quo.
5.1.2

Benefits reflect reduced profitability of the generation sector in the wholesale market

The EA’s modelling of demand response and battery investment gives rise to materially higher estimates of
demand in peak periods under its proposal than with the existing RCPD charge in place. In principle, this
would be expected to give rise to additional investment in generation.
However, the EA’s approach to capturing investment in new generation overstates substantially the benefits
of its proposal because:
∂

its approach to modelling generation entry is deeply flawed, resulting in the entry of significant capacity of
low marginal cost generation capacity;

∂

its price formation mechanism is excessively simplified, forcing the EA to make a number of manual
adjustments to its outputs to maintain prices in line with historical outcomes; and

∂

these flaws result in generators as a group earning less revenue under the proposal, despite the EA
modelling substantial investment in new generation capacity.

EA’s modelling of generation entry is deeply flawed
The EA states that the generation investment model selects the generation with the highest expected return
from a schedule if in the given year:132
∂

the expected revenue of the generator is greater than the LRMC, inclusive of transmission costs, of the
investment in that year; and

∂

the number of investments in the given year do not exceed a specified cap of two.133

In its cost benefit analysis technical paper, the EA states that revenue is calculated as the total expected
revenue at a given node across the three periods and LRMC ( ) is the sum of the candidate investment’s
LRMC and interconnection charges at the node.134
This approach is not reflected in its modelling. The EA’s computer code instead selects the generator with
the largest difference between revenue per expected megawatt and LRMC, inclusive of transmission
costs.135

132

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, equation 25, p 54.

133

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, para 2.225, p 54.

134

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, p 54.

135

Electricity Authority, Grid use model, Grid use model\Models\AoB_All_Major_Capex.py, lines 501-505.
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The EA’s approach to modelling entry of generation is deeply flawed because it:
∂

assumes that each generator will dispatch every MW it offers, regardless of current or future demand;
and

∂

only requires a generator to be profitable based on the wholesale prices in the year that it is built,
assuming that it dispatches its full offers across the peak, shoulder and off-peak periods.

By assuming that each new generator dispatches its full offering in the wholesale market for its entry criteria,
regardless of whether this output is required to meet demand, the EA’s model relies on revenue to trigger
generator entry that will not be achieved – ‘imaginary revenue’. Figure 5.2 below shows the EA’s estimate of
revenue calculated as the price multiplied by the output offered by undispatched generators. In the figure:
∂

the blue shaded region represents the revenue earned by generators given demand; and

∂

the orange shaded region represents the further revenue that generators earn if they could sell all their
quantity at the market price – the imaginary revenue.

Figure 5.2: EA’s generation entry criterion relies on imaginary revenues

Source: HoustonKemp

The effect of this reliance on imaginary revenue in the EA’s entry criterion is that prices can be sustained at
an artificially low level and new generators can enter the market despite low prices.
EA’s modelling of price formation is deeply flawed
Due to the errors that we describe above, the EA’s approach to estimating wholesale prices has the potential
to give rise to some extreme results, including prices near zero. However, the errors in the EA’s modelling
approach are obscured by the implementation of constraints on the prices emerging from its modelling,
ensuring that they reflect past prices.
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Table 5.1 sets out the floors and ceilings for wholesale prices that the EA employs in its grid use model, and
the period of past prices that each restriction reflects.136
Table 5.1: Wholesale price floors and ceilings that the EA employs in its grid use model
Period

Maximum (based on year)

Minimum (based on year)

Peak

$246 per MWh (2008)

$79 per MWh (2015)

Shoulder

$178 per MWh (2008)

$79 per MWh (2009)

Off-peak

$139 per MWh (2008)

$40 per MWh (2009)

Source: Electricity Authority

The effect of these restrictions is that off-peak prices are set almost exclusively by their upper and lower
bounds of $79 and $40 per megawatt hour from 2026 onwards. This is because:
∂

expensive thermal generators are the marginal source of supply in off-peak periods under the status quo,
and from 2026 to 2036 under the proposal, causing the price ceiling to apply; and

∂

hydro generators (which the EA has assumed have a marginal cost of zero) are the marginal source of
supply from 2036 to 2046 under the proposal, causing the price floor to apply.

Similarly, the shoulder wholesale price floor of $79 per megawatt hour binds the entire period for the
proposal, and for all except three years under the status quo.
These effects can be seen in figure 5.3 below.
Figure 5.3: Shoulder and off-peak wholesale prices, 2019 to 2049

Source: Electricity Authority

136

Electricity Authority, Grid use model, Grid use model\Models\AoB_All_Major_Capex.py, lines 454-468.
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The EA estimates wholesale market prices as the intersection of demand with the supply curve, constructed
based on the SRMC of generators in the market – also known as the ‘merit order’.
For the merit order under the status quo in 2035, the marginal generator has an SRMC of $101.57 per
megawatt. As this is between the upper and lower bounds of $246 and $79 per megawatt, the wholesale
price is set to $101.57 per megawatt. This can be seen in figure 5.4 below.
Figure 5.4: Generation merit order under the status quo in 2035

Source: Electricity Authority

Similarly, under the status quo in 2045, the marginal generator has an SRMC of $8.41 per megawatt. As this
is below the lower bound of $79 per megawatt, the wholesale price is set to the lower bound $79 per
megawatt. This can be seen in figure 5.5 below.
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Figure 5.5: Generation merit order under the status quo in 2045

Source: Electricity Authority

The effect of these constraints can be seen in figure 5.6 below. The figure shows that the wholesale price
under the status quo is constrained by the wholesale price floor from 2042 to 2046 and again in 2049.
Figure 5.6: Peak wholesale prices, 2019 to 2049

Source: Electricity Authority
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EA’s modelling of price formation and generator entry produce erroneous results
The result of the errors in the EA’s generator entry and price formation modelling is that the increased
demand predicted by the EA leads to lower average wholesale prices, when in fact, more generation
investment typically requires higher prices.
We consider that a more appropriate approach would likely reflect the concept of an upward sloping supply
curve. That is, as demand for generation capacity shifts out, progressively higher cost sources of supply are
required in order to meet this demand.
Figure 5.7: Increasing average price under an upward sloping supply curve

Source: HoustonKemp

This economic logic is not consistent with the results of the EA’s modelling. Although the EA assumes that
progressively more expensive generators are required to enter the market to serve peak demand under its
proposal, the result of these errors is that the increased demand predicted by the EA leads to lower average
wholesale prices, when in fact, more generation investment typically requires higher prices.
Errors in the EA’s price formation and generator entry modelling result in significant reductions in the
profitability of the generation sector, arising from substantial new investment pushing down wholesale prices
leading to reduced generator revenues.
Under the EA’s entry criterion, generators need only be profitable in the year of entry, and their effect on
prices is lagged by one year. This means that the entry of a generator has the potential to push wholesale
prices below the point where that same generator becomes unprofitable the following year. In the EA’s
model, these generators remain in the market, operating at a loss.
This illogical result can be seen in figure 5.8 below where new entrant generator LRMCs (without transport
costs) remain significantly above weighted average prices from 2034, regardless of whether their entry was
dependant on the imaginary revenues that we discuss above.
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Figure 5.8: New entrant LRMCs vs weighted average prices under the proposal

Source: Electricity Authority

To highlight the magnitude of the generation revenue shortfall under the proposal, under the EA’s central ‘all
major capex’ scenario, the present value of capital expenditure over the period from 2022 to 2049 amounts
to:
∂

$2,142 million under the status quo; and

∂

$4,082 million under the EA’s proposal.

At the same time, the present value of generation revenue over the period from 2022 to 2049 amounts to:
∂

$44,611 million under the status quo; and

∂

$40,956 million under the EA’s proposal.

This suggests that the effect of the EA’s proposal is to give rise to an additional $1,940 million of generation
investment, while reducing total generation revenues by $3,655 million. This means that over the modelling
period, generators make $5,595 million less profit under the proposal. This can be seen in figure 5.9 below,
which shows the incremental costs and revenues as a result of the EA’s proposal.
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Figure 5.9: Present value of incremental generation revenues and costs under the proposal

Source: Electricity Authority

5.1.3

Consumer surplus framework cannot reliably be applied

The consumer surplus framework that the EA applies assumes that its proposal results in a shift along the
demand curve. However, when it models the changes in prices that occur under its proposal, these drive
both shifts along the demand curve and shifts of the demand curve. This error of assumption means that the
EA does not actually calculate the change in consumer surplus – and its estimate of benefits has no
meaningful economic interpretation.
The demand curve of a good or service is the graphical representation of the relationship between its price
and quantity demanded.137 The demand curve models the relationship between price and quantity ceteris
paribus, ie, holding all other factors constant, such as income, tastes, expectations and prices of related
goods. The demand curve shifts whenever a determinant of demand other than price changes.
Under the assumption that the demand curve is straight, change in consumer surplus from a move along the
demand curve can be computed from the price and quantity arising under each scenario. However, in
circumstances where a shift of the demand curve has occurred, the calculation of change is no longer
straightforward and requires the calculation of consumer surplus under each scenario. This involves
additional assumptions about the demand curve. We illustrate, by way of example, how consumer surplus
should be calculated when the demand curve has shifted in figure 5.10.
Figure 5.10 shows the change in consumer surplus as the difference between:
∂

consumer surplus under the proposal (shaded in purple); and

∂

consumer surplus under the status quo (shaded in beige).

Estimating the change in consumer surplus with a shift in demand requires knowledge of the entire demand
curve – not just the slope of the demand curve around current prices and quantities.

137

Gans, J, King, S and Mankiw, N G, Principles of microeconomics, Thomson Learning, Second edition, 2002, pp 66-70.
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Figure 5.10: Estimating the change in consumer surplus for a shift of the demand curve

Source: HoustonKemp

By way of contrast with the change in consumer surplus shown at figure 5.10 above, figure 5.11 below
illustrates the EA’s calculation of the change in consumer surplus when applied in the circumstances of
shifting demand.
Figure 5.11: EA’s calculation does not estimate the change in consumer surplus

Source: HoustonKemp

Although its approach to calculating the change in consumer surplus assumes a shift along the demand
curve, the EA’s modelling of demand response to its proposal gives rise to shift of the demand curve.
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These shifts occur because consumption of electricity at different times (peak, shoulder and off-peak) are
related to each other, through cross-price elasticities estimated by the EA.138 Therefore, a change in the
price of electricity in one time of use period would shift the demand curve for other time of use periods.
Further, the EA notes that it ‘model[s] consumers switching their electricity use between different time
periods (such as peak and off-peak) as prices change’ in its grid use model.139
The outputs of the EA’s grid use model provide further evidence that the EA’s model reflect shifts of the
demand curve. The outputs of the grid use model which form the bases of its consumer surplus estimates
contain myriad examples of increases (or decreases) of both price and quantity – as shown on the left hand
side of figure 5.11 above. These are inconsistent with a move along a downward sloping demand curve. 140
5.1.4

Benefits use the results of unreliable estimation of demand elasticities

The demand elasticities that the EA uses to estimate the net benefits of its proposal are likely to determine
whether these net benefit benefits are positive or negative.
This is because the TPM, as modelled in the EA’s grid use model, seeks to recover sunk costs through
charges on different services – being peak, shoulder and off-peak use of the grid. In economic principle, the
allocation of interconnection costs to these services that maximises social welfare (or minimises deadweight
loss) is an allocation that provides a mark-up for prices over marginal cost in inverse proportion to the ownprice elasticity of demand.141 This approach is commonly referred to as Ramsey pricing.
It follows that social benefits can, in principle, be maximised by:
∂

setting high mark-ups over marginal cost on services with relatively inelastic (or unresponsive) demand;
and

∂

setting low mark-ups over marginal cost on services to relatively elastic (or responsive) demand.

If the price of a particular good is affected by the price of another good (ie, they are a substitutes or
complements), the mark-up over marginal cost should be calculated by reference to both own-price and
cross-price elasticities.142 In general, this results in lower mark-ups for complements and higher mark-ups for
substitutes.
These principles suggest that the elasticities that the EA uses will likely be very important in determining the
level of net benefits that it estimates in its grid use modelling. The EA conducts its own modelling of the
elasticity of demand for electricity, instead of relying upon elasticity estimates from peer-reviewed journal
articles.143
We have several concerns about the robustness of the analysis that the EA undertakes to estimate these
elasticities. In our view, these elasticities should not be relied upon and estimates from the economic
literature should be preferred. We set out the reasons for these concerns below.

138

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.69, p 33.

139

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.66, p 33.

140

An increase in both the price and quantity of a good is also a feature of a ‘Giffen good’ ie, a good for which an increase in the price
raises the quantity demanded. Giffen goods have an upwards sloping demand curve. The existence of Giffen goods is a point of
contention among economists and, if they do exist, they are very rare. We do not consider the possibility that electricity is a Giffen
good further. Gans, J, King, S and Mankiw, N G, Principles of microeconomics, Thomson Learning, Second edition, 2002, p 476.

141

Brown, S J and Sibley, D S, The Theory of Public Utility Pricing, Cambridge University Press, 1986, pp 39 – 43.

142

Decker, C, Modern economic regulation: A introduction to theory and practice, Cambridge University Press, 2015, p 82.

143

For example, Frontier summarise literature on empirical estimates of demand elasticities in report for Transpower, see:
https://www.transpower.co.nz/sites/default/files/plainpage/attachments/Transpower_The_Role_of_Peak_Pricing_for_Transmission_2Nov2018.pdf#page=34
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Elasticity for industrial demand
The EA estimates an own price elasticity of demand for industrial customers by reference to the coefficient it
estimates in its translog function on the price of electricity. It estimates that the relationship between the cost
share of electricity and the price of electricity is negative, with a coefficient of -0.01 and a standard error of
0.0233.
This estimate is not statistically different from zero, indicating that the EA’s econometric work cannot identify
any clear relationship between the cost share of electricity and the price of electricity. Despite this, the EA
uses this value to compute the own-price elasticities for a range of industries, and subsequently uses these
elasticities to estimate the demand response of customers to changes in transmission charges.
Elasticity for mass market customers
The EA estimates elasticity of demand for mass market customers by reference to changes in wholesale
prices. However, the vast majority of mass market customers are not exposed to changes in wholesale
prices. Electricity retailers typically manage wholesale price fluctuations on behalf of customers by entering
into contracts with generators.
In light of these facts, economic principles suggest that a more appropriate model of elasticity demand for
mass market customers would consider changes in retail prices. The EA estimates this as an alternative
specification of its dynamic panel model, the results of which it publishes in its technical paper.144 This
regression gives rise of a short run price elasticity of demand for electricity of 0.38, which is associated with a
p-value of 0.20.
The direction of this elasticity is positive, which is outside the bounds of what is reasonable for an elasticity of
demand estimate. Further, the p-value indicates the result is not significant at any conventional level. The
long run price elasticity of demand arising from this specification of zero is similarly nonsensical.
These results suggest that either the EA is not taking into account a relevant variable, or that its data or
modelling are not reliable. The EA’s approach of relying instead on an elasticity measured against wholesale
prices:
∂

is not appropriate because retail prices, rather than wholesale prices, determine the responses of mass
market customers; and

∂

does not mitigate the concerns about its data and methods that are raised by its other results.

5.1.5

The EA’s estimates of net benefits have fundamentally changed since 2016

The lack of reliability underpinning the EA’s assessment of the costs and benefits of its proposal can also be
shown by reference to the degree of change in its own estimates of these benefits since its previous
assessment, in 2016.
In support of that proposal, the EA’s consultant Oakley Greenwood estimated net benefits of $213.3 million,
of which it considered that $0.3 million relates to ‘more efficient quantities of services being demanded’.145
On the other hand, for this proposal the EA estimates net benefits of $2,711 million, of which $2,579 million
are associated with greater use of the grid.
The EA acknowledges this difference and states that:146
These net benefits are far greater than those identified in the CBA of the 2016 TPM proposal. A
key reason for this difference is that the 2016 CBA did not investigate consumer benefits arising
144

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, Table 10, p 40.

145

Oakley Greenwood, Cost benefit analysis of transmission pricing options, 11 May 2016, p 62.

146

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, paras 4.8-4.9.
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from more efficient grid use. This was because they were considered to be minor. Instead, it
focussed on the benefits from more efficient investment.
Consumer benefits from more efficient grid use are an important focus for analysis in 2019. This
is because the growth in transmission alternatives, and because the Authority expects consumers
in the mass-market to become increasingly exposed to cost-reflective distribution pricing and realtime wholesale prices over time.

It is not accurate to state that the 2016 cost benefit analysis did not examine consumer benefits arising from
more efficient grid use. These benefits were examined, and Oakley Greenwood concluded that the area of
benefit charge would increase prices, leading to reduced consumption and reduced costs, giving rise to a
small net benefit of $0.3 million. Oakley Greenwood noted that any change in consumer or producer surplus
would be immaterial.147
On the other hand, the EA now reaches a very different conclusion. It assumes that the substantially similar
benefit-based charge it now proposes would reduce prices, leading to increased consumption, but that the
increase in consumer surplus that follows would be substantial, overwhelming any increase in costs.
As we set out in section 4 above, much of these conclusions turn on errors that the EA makes in the
assumptions and calculation of the costs and benefits of its proposal. However, some of these can also be
attributed to assumptions that the EA makes about:
∂

the transfer through to consumers of transmission price structures; and

∂

the installation of battery capacity under the status quo to take advantage of arbitrage opportunities
offered by the RCPD charge.

It seems possible that the cost benefit analysis engages in this speculation about the likelihood of benefits
under its proposal because there is no empirical data to draw upon that would assist with establishing the
benefits to which a benefit-based charge might give rise.
In the past, the EA has cited United States RTOs as providing examples in which a benefit-based charge
has been applied. 148 However, we explain in box 5.1 below that, in the United States, benefit-based cost
allocation is not used to estimate charges for individual transmission users. The EA’s proposal to apply
benefit-based cost allocation in this way does not draw from any relevant experience in the United States
and cannot be supported by reference to experience in those jurisdictions.
Box 5.1: Benefit-based allocation of transmission costs in the United States
Federal mandate requires transmission costs be allocated in a manner “roughly commensurate with benefits”
wherever those costs are incurred in a manner affecting interstate commerce through the federal energy
regulatory commission’s (FERC) Order 1000.149
Applying to interstate commerce this order captures the regional transmission organizations (RTOs) which
span across multiple states, including the three visited by the EA, each of which applies a beneficiaries pay
cost allocation approach for at least one category of investment, ie:150
∂

midcontinent independent system operator, Inc. (MISO);

∂

New York independent system operator (NYISO); and

147

Oakley Greenwood, Cost benefit analysis of transmission pricing options, 11 May 2016, p 52.

148

Electricity Authority, Transmission pricing methodology: issues and proposal: consultation paper, 10 October 2012, para 5.6.3.

149

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Transmission Planning and Cost Allocation by Transmission, Order No. 1000-A, 2012.

150

Electricity Authority, Commerce Commission and Transpower, Beneficiaries-pay in USA: Discussions on implementation of
beneficiaries-pay cost allocation for transmission investment, June 2018, p ii.
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PJM interconnection (PJM).

However not all RTOs are interstate, a notable exception is the Electric Reliability Council of Texas
(ERCOT), which operates entirely within the Texas interconnection and as such is not covered by FERC’s
Order 1000.151 ERCOT does not use a benefits based cost allocation method for any category of cost
allocation.
Although they are covered by FERC’s Order 1000, and therefore are required to allocate costs in a manner
“roughly commensurate with benefits”, none of the RTOs visited by the EA, or any RTO that we are aware of:
∂

allocates all the costs of all of their investments above some threshold in the manner proposed by the
EA; or

∂

allocates their costs to beneficiaries at anywhere near as granular a level as proposed the EA.

1. Typically, RTOs only allocate the costs of economic network investments, being those designed to
relieve network congestion, on the basis of benefits, and often only allocate some fraction of the benefits,
as is the case with MISO, which socialises 20 per cent of the costs of economic investments.152

2. Upgrades triggered by a mandated reliability standard on the other hand are not allocated on a benefitbased approach, as these will often fail to meet the 1.25 benefit to cost ratio specified in FERC’s Order
1000 and used by most RTOs, including PJM and MISO.153

3. The costs of projects triggered by public policy are often allocated on a basis specified by the
policymaker, or default to a postage stamp or benefit-based cost allocation.154

RTOs typically rely on pricing zones to geographically demarcate the areas for assessment of costs and
benefits on a benefit-based approach. These pricing zones correlate with large geographic or political
entities, such as states, islands or large cities (such as New York city), or with the transmission owning utility
companies within the RTO. Each zone is typically larger than New Zealand in geographic area, population or
both.155
Once costs are allocated to a zone using a benefit-based methodology, costs are allocated to load serving
entities (LSEs), such as distribution companies or large industrial users within the zone on a postage stamp
basis, as is the case for PJM and NYISO.156

5.2 Improved investment efficiencies
The EA estimates total benefits of $145 million associated with improved investment efficiencies that it
considers would be promoted under its proposal. All of these purported benefits are associated with the

151

Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability, United States Electricity Industry Primer, United States Department of Energy,
2015.

152

Electricity Authority, Commerce Commission and Transpower, Beneficiaries-pay in USA: Discussions on implementation of
beneficiaries-pay cost allocation for transmission investment, June 2018, p 14.

153

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Transmission Planning and Cost Allocation by Transmission, Order No. 1000-A, 2012;
Electricity Authority, Commerce Commission and Transpower, Beneficiaries-pay in USA: Discussions on implementation of
beneficiaries-pay cost allocation for transmission investment, June 2018, pp 14, 17.

154

Electricity Authority, Commerce Commission and Transpower, Beneficiaries-pay in USA: Discussions on implementation of
beneficiaries-pay cost allocation for transmission investment, June 2018, pp iii, 8.

155

Electricity Authority, Commerce Commission and Transpower, Beneficiaries-pay in USA: Discussions on implementation of
beneficiaries-pay cost allocation for transmission investment, June 2018, p iii.

156

New York Independent System Operator, Inc., NYISO OATT, 2019, pp 21-35, Appendix Y; Electricity Authority, Commerce
Commission and Transpower, Beneficiaries-pay in USA: Discussions on implementation of beneficiaries-pay cost allocation for
transmission investment, June 2018, p 16.
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introduction of the benefit-based charge – unlike the benefits associated with the grid use modelling, which
predominantly relate to increased utilisation of the transmission network.
In our view:
∂

the modelling of investment efficiencies assumes that the benefit-based charge sends a cost-based
pricing signal, which is not a component of the EA’s proposal; and

∂

the calculation of benefits associated with increased scrutiny and increased durability of the proposal are
entirely unreliable since the depend on assumptions which cannot be confirmed by reference to facts.

5.2.1

More efficient decisions by large loads defer transmission investment

The EA estimates benefits of $31 million associated with more efficient decisions by large loads that have
the effect of deferring transmission investment. We describe the framework and assumptions that underpin
this estimate in section 3.2.1 above.
The key assumption that underpins the EA’s estimate of benefits is that its benefit-based charge sends a
cost-based price signal that gives rise to desirable behavioural responses by users. We set out in section 7
below that this assumption is not well justified and cannot be assumed – it must be shown.
Setting aside this concern, we consider that the modelling framework that EA applies to estimate this benefit
is broadly reasonable. However, the inputs that it uses are open to question. There are also likely to be
several additional benefits associated with reductions in peak demand that the EA does not capture within its
framework but should do so, consistent with our observations in section 4 above.
For these reasons we consider that the EA’s estimate of benefits in this category overstates the impact of the
benefit-based charge on peak demand and therefore on transmission costs. However, if there is any
reduction in peak demand then, consistent with our views in section 4 above, the EA should also take into
account the savings associated with lower generation and distribution investment.
The remainder of this section sets out our views on these matters in greater detail.
EA’s modelling framework is sensitive to key assumptions
The modelling framework reflects the way in which the EA anticipates that a benefit-based charge would
manifest – in more concentrated price signals to transmission users.
However, we note that benefits estimated under the framework are sensitive to key assumptions, in
particular:
∂

the assumption that the average quantity of demand from which a benefit-based charge is expected to
be recovered is 2,464 MW; and

∂

the assumption that the long run elasticity of demand is -0.74.

The EA states that it estimates 2,464 MW as the average of peak grid demand across regions that would be
beneficiaries of Transpower’s enhancement and development capital expenditure program. This amounts to
33 per cent of network peak demand in 2022. However, the EA does not state which regions would benefit
from these programs or how it has made this determination.157
We consider that this value is likely to be subject to considerable uncertainty. By way of example, the EA’s
Monte Carlo analysis provides for the share of demand to which benefit-based charges apply to vary
between 0 per cent and 100 per cent.

157

Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, p 81.
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We observe the results of the EA’s analysis are sensitive to this assumption. For example:
∂

if the relevant demand were half the level estimated by the EA, its benefits would be 144 per cent higher;
whereas

∂

if the relevant demand were twice the level estimate by the EA, its benefits would be 72 per cent lower.

The benefits are also sensitive to the assumed level of price elasticity for electricity. The EA assumes a long
run estimate of price elasticity of -0.74. However, if it had used a value for elasticity consistent with the
assumptions in its grid use model (-0.11 for households and -0.02 for industrial customers) then its benefits
would have been proportionately lower – approximately between $1 million and $5 million.
Benefits should also include generation and distribution costs savings
In sections 4.2 and 4.3, we explain that in estimating the costs and benefits associated with greater grid use,
the EA should account for changes in generation and distribution costs that are associated with increases in
peak demand under it proposal.
If a response to benefit-based charges gives rise to a reduction in peak consumption, then consistent with
these views, the EA should consider the extent to which this response would offset some of the costs
associated with increased grid use. Consideration of these avoided costs would increase the EA’s estimates
of benefits.
However, we note that these benefits are not likely to exceed in magnitude the costs that we estimate in
section 4 above, because the reduction in peak demand that the EA estimates in connection with the
application of a benefit-based charge is much lower in magnitude than the increase in peak demand that the
EA calculates from the removal of the RCPD charge.
5.2.2

More efficient decisions by generators defer transmission investment

The EA estimates a further $11 million of benefits associated with more efficient decisions by generators
which lead to the deferment of transmission investment under its proposal. We describe the framework and
assumptions that underpin this estimate in section 3.2.2 above.
In our view, the modelling framework used by the EA does not give rise to an estimate of the benefit that it
seeks to measure. This is because the EA estimates the effect of a benefit-based charge by reference to an
average 0.5 per cent decrease in generation capacity in constrained areas, estimated in the grid use model
as between:
∂

the ‘all major capex’ scenario; and

∂

the alternative scenario.

We understand that the ‘all major capex’ scenario includes inputs that establish the share of the benefitbased charge. This scenario assumes that generators are invoiced the benefit-based charge in each year as
an explicit price signal. In this respect, it assumes that the shadow price signal sent by benefit-based
charges works as effectively as if it were a price signal.
The EA calculates the 0.5 per cent decrease in generation capacity in constrained areas by comparing the
share of network generation in constrained nodes with the proposal as against under the status quo. This
calculation does not establish that the proposal would give rise to a reduction in costs. For there to be a
reduction in costs requires that generation capacity would give rise to the need for transmission investment
under the status quo whereas it would not under the proposal.
To the extent that decreases in generation in constrained areas assists in relieving this pressure, it is the
absolute decrease in generation capacity at each node that provides this relief. The change in the proportion
of generation capacity in constrained areas does not inform this calculation – the proportion could have
decreased simply because generation capacity in unconstrained areas has increased. Figure 3.19 above
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suggests that this has largely been the case, and that the total level of generation in constrained areas is the
same under the proposal and the status quo in most years.
5.2.3

Greater scrutiny by stakeholders gives rise to more efficient grid investment

The EA estimates benefits of $77 million associated with greater scrutiny of investment proposals by
stakeholders. We describe the framework and assumptions that underpin this estimate in section 3.2.3
above.
Additional scrutiny of investment proposals is said to arise due to the introduction of a benefit-based charge,
and to give rise to efficiency benefits of between one and four per cent. The EA’s estimate of benefits turns
on these assumptions. The empirical rationale for this range of estimates is based on a reduction of 4.4 per
cent that the Commerce Commission applied to Transpower’s proposed enhancement and development
capex in the context of RCP2.
In our view, this is an unreliable basis for estimating the potential benefits associated with additional scrutiny
and likely to overstate the benefits because:
∂

the EA relies upon the single observation of the Commission’s review – this does not provide a reliable
basis to conclude that 4.4 per cent reasonably represents the expected outcome of this form of scrutiny;

∂

it is incorrect to describe changes to Transpower’s expenditure program that follow the Commission’s
review wholly as benefits, since a reduction in expenditure may result in fewer services, lower reliability
or increased future expenditure; and

∂

the basis upon which the EA considers that stakeholders would not just replicate the outcome of the
Commission’s review processes but improve on them is unexplained.

Consistent with these observations, our view is that any benefits associated with increased scrutiny are likely
to be small, relative to the EA’s estimate.
The remainder of this section sets out our views on these matters in greater detail.
EA relies on a single observation of scrutiny by the Commission
The EA draws on a single example to support its range of estimates for the efficiency savings from greater
scrutiny. This does not appear to be a reliable basis upon which to base any estimate.
The reduction of 4.4 per cent cited by the EA relates to the Commission’s final decision in RCP2 to reject
Transpower’s revised proposal of $99.4 million for enhancement and development capex and substitute this
with its own estimate of $95.1 million.158
However, this was only one phase of the Commission’s consideration of Transpower’s capital program.
Figure 5.12 below shows how Transpower’s initial proposal of $123.9 million was ultimately reduced to a
final allowance of $95.1 million. The EA focuses only on the final step of this consultation. However, it would
be equally valid to say that:
∂

the Commission’s review process reduced Transpower’s proposed enhancement and development
capex by 23.2 per cent, from $123.9 million to $95.1 million; and

∂

the Commission’s draft decision reduced Transpower’s proposed enhancement and development capex
by 54.2 per cent, from $123.9 million to $56.7 million.

158

Commerce Commission, Setting Transpower’s individual price-quality path for 2015-2020, 29 August 2014, pp 75-76.
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Figure 5.12: Commission’s consultation on Transpower’s enhancement and development capex

Source: Commerce Commission

There is nothing that is uniquely informative about the final step of the Commission’s consultation process in
establishing the benefits of scrutiny. Indeed, there are numerous other processes that the Commission and
other regulators are engaged in which the EA also could have reviewed.
Expenditure reductions determined by the Commission are not wholly benefits
The EA’s reliance on reductions imposed by the Commission on Transpower’s capital expenditure programs
assumes that these reductions are wholly benefits – that is, that customers are receiving the ‘same’ but for
‘less’. This is not the case.
When it reviews Transpower’s capital expenditure program, the Commission’s approach is to allow
expenditure that has been justified by reference to whether it is prudent and efficient. The Commission’s
advisor, Strata, recommended that the Commission not allow: 159
∂

the proposed Wiri tee – Wiri capacity upgrade project because the need and cost was not explained by
Transpower;

∂

the PD42 Islington spare transformer switchgear because it would provide reliability that exceeds the
mandated standards; and

∂

the PD43 Haywards local service third income because it would provide reliability that exceeds the
mandated standards.

It is clear from this summary that the Commission is not removing entirely wasteful expenditure from
Transpower’s capital expenditure program. It is removing expenditure that has not been justified or is not
required to meet reliability standards. This does not mean that the expenditure gives rise to no benefits –
rather, that the benefits have either not been established to the satisfaction of the Commission and its
advisors, or that the benefits may be less than the costs. It follows that it is not reasonable to interpret the
reductions in Transpower’s capital expenditure program as being entirely a benefit to society.
In any case, a reduction in Transpower’s capital expenditure program does not mean that this expenditure
will not go ahead. Transpower could still proceed with that expenditure during the regulatory period
(depending on the need) or it could reintroduce the proposed expenditure at the next regulatory period.
However, the EA’s interpretation of the result of this consultation assumes that 4.4 per cent of the
expenditure program is permanently saved.
EA assumes that scrutiny by stakeholders would further that already undertaken by the Commission
If the reductions achieved by the Commission on Transpower’s capital program were correctly characterised
as savings due to scrutiny, the basis on which the EA considers that increased scrutiny could give rise to
further savings is unclear.
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The Commission’s process, described in figure 5.12 above, investigates Transpower’s expenditure on a
project by project basis, and identifies where this expenditure may not be prudent or efficient. This process
occurs twice – once at the draft decision phase and again in the final decision. During the RCP2 process, the
Commission sought expert assistance to review Transpower’s expenditure proposals. Stakeholders have the
ability to provide input and did so.160
The EA has not been able to articulate what concern it has with the Commission’s existing process such it
believes that is currently not effective at restraining transmission investments to a level that is efficient, or the
mechanism by which the benefit-based charge will give rise to more efficient investment or to reduce
inefficient investment. It has not provided any examples of withheld information under the current approval
system or explained how information about alternatives to network investment would align with the
processes that would be required to implement its proposed benefit-based charges.
The fact that some parties might be more highly incentivised to seek roll backs in particular investments does
not suggest to us that the Commission will undertake its process any differently or come to a different
decision as to what expenditure should be allowed to enter the regulatory asset base. The process of
proposing and approving transmission investments is distinct from any process that will determine the
allocation of costs in proportion to benefits.
This observation draws a clear distinction between the arrangements under which the EA’s proposal would
operate and how benefit-based charges operate in the United States, from where the EA draws its
inspiration. It is notable that, in the United States, the agency that reviews and approves investments is also
the agency that determines the beneficiaries and allocates costs to them. These arrangements highlight the
very different circumstances under which benefit-based charges are applied in the United States, as we note
in box 5.1 above.
5.2.4

More certain policy environment reduces the cost of investment

The EA estimates benefits of $26 million associated with a more uncertain policy environment under its
proposal, as compared with under the status quo. We explain the assumptions and methods that underpin
this estimate in section 3.2.4 above.
Contention arises in situations where there is a prospect that a reallocation of the costs of existing
investments might give rise to winners and losers from a reform. This has been a prospect for over eight
years under the continued transmission pricing reform program instigated by the EA. In our view, the EA’s
proposal does not give rise to certainty and we would not expect it to engender any benefits associated with
durability. We explain the basis for this view in more detail in section 6.1.3 below.
The modelling that underpins the EA’s calculation of net benefits turns on two unsupported assumptions that
determine the magnitude of the benefits that it estimates. These assumptions are that:
∂

under the EA’s proposal, there would be one event of political uncertainty every 11 years, as compared
to every 10 under the status quo; and

∂

the level of uncertainty under the status quo is 100.

The nature of these assumptions discloses that the EA’s estimate of the benefits of durability does not rest
on any evidentiary basis. It is more accurately described as a contention, rather than an estimate. In our
view, the EA should not pursue the calculation of a durability benefit – a benefit that in any case assumes net
benefits associated with its proposal that have not been established.
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In addition to these two unsupported assumptions, there are a number of other assumptions that are
inadequately supported in the calculation of the durability benefit. We discuss our concerns about these
assumptions in more detail below.
Uncertainty would not be likely to reduce under the proposal
The EA asserts that, under its proposal, there would be one event of political uncertainty every 11 years.
This represents a nine per cent reduction in uncertainty from the status quo, in which there would be one
event of political uncertainty every 10 years.
This assumption appears to be one of convenience, establishing a quantitative framework from which to
conclude that the proposal would reduce uncertainty. However, there is no basis in fact for this assumption.
There is no evidence that political uncertainty in relation to the TPM arises every 10 years under the status
quo. Uncertainty in relation to the TPM arises on each occasion that the EA seeks to review and change the
basis for determining the TPM – and in particular, the allocation of the costs of existing investments. On this
basis, the current frequency of these events is entirely determined by the EA.
It may well be the case that the EA considers that, were the TPM guidelines to be implemented, it would no
longer need to undertake further reviews of the TPM framework and that this would alleviate the uncertainty
associated with these actions. This approach, while revealing a strong level of commitment to its reform,
does nothing to identify whether the EA’s proposal gives rise to net benefits that would be worth sustaining
into the future.
There is no basis for establishing the current level of uncertainty
We describe above that the EA assumes that its reform reduced uncertainty by nine per cent. However, the
EA cannot use this assumption to estimate the expected change in quantity consumed under its proposal
because it estimates the quantities demanded and supplied by reference to the absolute level of uncertainty.
The EA appears to have circumvented this problem by assuming that the initial level of uncertainty under the
status quo was 100, and that this falls to 91 under its proposal. The EA describes this assumption as
representing an ‘index’ for uncertainty – apparently on the apprehension that this might provide a rationale
for setting the level at 100.161
However, there is no basis for setting the level of uncertainty under the status quo to 100. There is no
evidence that would support or reject this claim, or render it consistent with any other assumption in its
analysis. The EA could equally have claimed initial uncertainty to be any other positive number.
By way of concrete example:
∂

if the EA had assumed that uncertainty under the status quo was 1, it would have estimated net benefits
of $0.3 million; and

∂

if the EA had assumed that uncertainty under the status quo was 10,000, it would have estimated net
benefits of $2,622 million.

Based on the information that the EA has to hand about the current level of uncertainty, either of these
estimates would have been equally plausible – and equally unreliable – as the EA’s estimated net benefits.
Due to this concern, there is no basis at all for the level of net benefit that the EA estimates associated with
durability. Its estimate of this benefit scales up and down with its assumed level of uncertainty under the
status quo, which has no basis in either fact or principle.
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Other errors affecting the benefits of durability
In addition to the errors that we identify above, the EA’s estimate of benefits associated with durability is
affected by two other errors that impact on its reliability.
Firstly, we explain at footnotes 89 and 90 above that the EA makes an algebraic error in its workings which
causes it to incorrectly express its formula for the equilibrium price, and for the effect of uncertainty on price.
This causes the EA to incorrectly estimate that a decrease in uncertainty would give rise to an increase in
price. In fact, under its assumptions, the change in price should be zero.
The slope coefficient of price against uncertainty should correctly be expressed as:162
−
−

Under the EA’s assumption that
= , increased uncertainty has no effect on price. We consider this
assumption to be much more plausible than the relationship modelled by carrying forward the EA’s algebraic
error.
Secondly, the EA estimates the relationship between uncertainty and investment in the electricity
transmission sector in New Zealand by reference to the relationship estimated between uncertainty in
economic policy and investment in the United States.
We agree in principle that there is likely to be a positive connection between certainty and investment. This is
the basis for some of our concerns about the effectiveness of the EA’s benefit-based charge in section 7.4
below.
However, the empirical evidence relied upon by the EA is simply too remote in nature to be reliable for the
purpose of establishing a link between uncertainty surrounding TPM policy and investment in transmission
investment in New Zealand. Combined with the other assumptions that underpin the calculated benefit of
$26 million, this assumption underscores that there is no valid empirical basis for a durability benefit.
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Electricity Authority, CBA approach, methods and assumptions | 2019 issues paper: Technical paper | Information paper, 23 July
2019, equation 43; and Electricity Authority spreadsheet, Investment efficiencies model.xlsx, worksheet ‘Durability’. This equation is
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6. Inconsistency with best practice approach
Sections 4 and 5 above establish that the framework that the EA uses to evaluate the costs and benefits of
its proposal is not implemented correctly, and the assumptions and methods that inform this framework are
not fit for purpose. As a result, the cost benefit analysis is not likely to give rise to reliable or accurate
estimates of the extent to which the EA’s proposal gives rise to benefits that outweigh its costs.
In this section we explain that the EA’s cost benefit analysis does not follow best practice because:
∂

it does not explore alternative options to the EA’s proposal or test the proposal against potential
alternatives, such as excluding the reallocation of seven historical investments on beneficiary-pays
principles; and

∂

it incorrectly specifies the status quo in all scenarios by inappropriately assuming that the RCPD charge
would remain at the current strength and give rise to inefficient outcomes, notwithstanding Transpower’s
ability to change this under the current TPM guidelines.

The EA should not assume the efficiency of its proposal and should explore whether other proposals might,
in practice, better address the problems with the current TPM than its preferred option. This should include
options that do not reallocate the costs of historical investments. In our view, it would be more consistent
with the efficient operation of the industry for an options analysis to be conducted now, rather than after
Transpower has considered the EA’s proposal.

6.1 Alternative options are not explored by the cost benefit analysis
Cost benefit analysis is a tool to determine how best to address a policy problem. It provides a means to
explore potential options and identify which of these options, if any, best addresses the problem.
This purpose sits in contrast to the use that the EA makes of cost benefit analysis. The EA appears to be
wholly persuaded of the merits of its proposal on the basis of economic principle and the purpose of cost
benefit analysis in its consultation paper is limited to verifying the magnitude of the benefits that would be
realised by the proposal. This frame of reference is explicitly disclosed in the first paragraph of the cost
benefit analysis section in the consultation paper, where the EA states:163
A cost-benefit analysis (CBA) seeks to quantify the proposal’s net benefits to consumers.

In this section we explain that:
∂

cost benefit analysis is a framework for assessing and ranking alternative options for addressing a
problem; but

∂

the EA’s cost benefit analysis does not rigorously test its proposal against other options for addressing
the problems that it identifies.

6.1.1

Cost benefit analysis is a framework for assessing options

The purpose of cost benefit analysis is to place rigour around the making of a decision to address a problem,
so that the decision maker understands the impact that its decision will have both in aggregate and in terms
of the distribution of effects. The New Zealand Treasury explains in in its guide to social cost benefit
analysis:
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All decisions require some kind of formal or informal CBA. The main purpose of this guide is to
encourage all decisions to be accompanied by at least a rough CBA, on the grounds that it is likely
to be better than decision-making based on prejudice or instinct.

Apart from identifying reform options with the greatest estimated net benefits, a robust cost benefit analysis
can assist in realising the benefits of the option which is ultimately adopted. Specifically, by articulating the
costs and benefits of the preferred option, stakeholders form broad expectations as to how the option is likely
to perform, which in turn assists in monitoring actual costs and benefits once the option is implemented.
The EA’s cost benefit analysis working paper sets out a ten step process for undertaking a cost benefit
analysis. In summary, the steps it identified are set out in figure 6.1 below, which includes a selection of
options for assessment and identification of the impacts of these options.
Figure 6.1: EA’s ten-step process in undertaking a cost benefit analysis

We consider that this list of requirements is broadly sensible and consistent with other policymaker’s
prescriptions for undertaking similar analyses. For example, the New Zealand Treasury’s guide to social cost
benefit analysis sets out a substantially similar seven-step process. 164
History of TPM cost benefit analysis
We understand that the EA is required to undertake a cost benefit analysis whenever it proposes a change
to the Code. Section 39(2) of the Electricity Industry Act 2010 stipulates that:
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The regulatory statement required for a proposed amendment to the Code must contain the
following:
(a) a statement of the objectives of the proposed amendment;
(b) an evaluation of the costs and benefits of the proposed amendment;
(c) an evaluation of alternative means of achieving the objectives of the proposed amendment.

TPM guidelines are not technically part of the Code, but the TPM that is developed to comply with them is.
The EA has taken the view that, given this process may give rise to changes in the Code, it would be helpful
to develop a cost benefit analysis and an assessment of alternatives as part of the development of the TPM
guidelines.165 This approach is also consistent with the EA’s obligation to follow processes that are
consistent with the efficient operation of the industry.
However, it has not yet been able to produce a robust analysis in support of its proposals. In the past there
has been criticism of the cost benefit analyses undertaken by or on behalf of the EA in support of proposed
changes to the TPM. Specifically, concerns were raised in response to:
∂

the cost benefit analysis undertaken by the EA which supported the proposals in its issues paper
released on 10 October 2012;166 and

∂

the cost benefit analysis undertaken by Oakley Greenwood which supported the proposals in the EA’s
second issues paper released on 17 May 2016.167

The concerns that were raised were significant, with material consequences.
After the EA decided to begin work on a second issues paper, it instigated a working paper process to
address and respond to concerns and suggestions raised in response to its first issues paper. The first
working paper that it prepared set out a revised approach and method for a cost benefit analysis.168
Subsequently, the EA appointed Oakley Greenwood to prepare the cost benefit analysis that it used in
support of its second issues paper.169 However, this analysis was shown to be affected by serious errors
which called into question its robustness.170 These findings led to a further delay in the development of TPM
guidelines, with the EA having only now released its next proposal more than two years after these errors
were identified.
Against this backdrop of strong criticism of its previous analysis, it is important that the EA’s consultation
process includes a thorough and robust analysis of the costs and benefits arising from its proposal, as
against other means of addressing the problems that the EA identifies.
6.1.2

The EA’s cost benefit analysis does not assess its proposal against meaningful alternatives

A cost benefit analysis should assess a proposal against meaningful alternative options. This ensures that
the proposal is tested against potential alternative means of meeting the same objectives.
In our opinion, the EA’s cost benefit analysis does not assess its proposal against meaningful alternative
options. Rather, the EA:
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∂

assesses its proposal against an option that it describes as a ‘broad based usage’ charge, which does
not appear to be a carefully considered alternative proposal;

∂

discusses qualitatively for four selected alternative charges why it does not prefer each of these to its
current proposal; and

∂

mentions other charges that it has previously considered, which it states it does not prefer to its current
proposal.

It is important for the eventual success of any reform to the TPM that a robust and transparent evaluation of
the costs and benefits of the reform and potential alternatives is undertaken in the proposal phase. This is of
particular importance in the context of TPM reform, where two previous cost benefit analyses undertaken by
or on behalf of the EA have been subjected to strong criticism.
Cost benefit analysis tests the EA’s proposal against a single alternative
The cost benefit analysis prepared by the EA presents its proposal against a single alternative, which it
describes as a ‘broad based usage’ charge.
This alternative is not extensively described or set out. In appendix E to its consultation paper, the EA
describes the motivation for including this charge:171
In the CBA, we have considered retaining the current pricing methodology but with RCPD required
to be calculated using all trading periods so that the RCPD charge becomes a MWh charge. A
charge based on load is likely to have a similar effect to a small sales tax on energy sales. It is
therefore likely to substantially ameliorate the inefficiency caused by the RCPD charge. As a result,
this option is likely to be more efficient than the status quo.

We note that the EA also considers or refers to alternative proposals that is does not assess using its cost
benefit framework.
EA refers qualitatively to four alternatives
In appendix E to the consultation paper, the EA describes qualitatively why it prefers its proposal as
compared to:
∂

addressing problems with the RCPD charge under the current TPM guidelines;

∂

using the simplified staged approach proposed by Transpower in 2016;

∂

applying a deeper connection charge; and

∂

adopting a tilted postage stamp charge.
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Table 6.1: Reasons why the EA prefers its proposal to alternative options
Alternative options

Reason why the EA prefers its proposal to the alternative option

Current guidelines

Beneficiaries of a new investment would not face their share of the cost of the investment, so
grid users would make usage and investment decisions without taking into account the impact of
those decisions on grid investment. 172

Simplified staged approach

Beneficiaries of a new investment would not face their share of the cost of the investment, so
grid users would make usage and investment decisions without taking into account the impact of
those decisions on grid investment. 173

Deeper connection charge

The deeper connection charge would not promote efficient investment because it would apply
only partially (or not at all) and the charge would not be aligned with benefits – some customers
may be charged more than their benefits. The charge could inefficiently distort behaviour and
would be complex to implement. 174

Tilted postage stamp charge

Charges transmission users pay for a new investment would not reflect the costs of those
investments, so grid users would make usage and investment decisions without taking into
account the impact of those decisions on grid investment. 175

Source: Electricity Authority

The rationales disclosed by the EA for rejecting these alternatives are based entirely on economic principle –
the EA believes that its reform would ensure that beneficiaries bear their share of the cost of a new
investment, whereas the alternatives would not. This reasoning reflects the EA’s strong assumptions that:
∂

its proposal would give rise to these outcomes; and

∂

these outcomes are efficient and give rise to net benefits.

However, we explain in section 7 below that the EA’s proposal is not likely to give rise to the outcomes that it
expects. Further, section 4 explains why its assessment of the costs and benefits of its proposal is in error
and that the costs of its proposals are likely to outweigh the benefits.
Other alternatives are referred to but not assessed
The EA also observes that it does not favour a range of other alternatives that it has considered throughout
the course of its earlier consultations and in earlier issues papers. The EA notes that:176
We do not prefer any of the options listed above relative to the current proposal for a variety of
reasons, including either because they are not lawful, are not practicable, deliver lower net
benefits, or would not further the Authority’s statutory objective. On further consideration, we have
not changed our assessment of these options discussed in the earlier papers.

As with the four alternative options above, the EA does not subject any of these alternatives to cost benefit
analysis, but simply assumes that they would be less preferable. Amongst these elements that the EA
rejects out of hand is the potential option to use an LRMC-based charge.
In contrast to this position, the EA has previously observed that, despite its scepticism about the practicality
and benefits associated with a LRMC-based charge, these would need to be tested through cost benefit
analysis.177 In our view, this approach to the use of cost benefit analysis is sensible and consistent with the
purpose for the tool, as against the EA’s use of it in the consultation paper.
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Excluding historical investments from the benefit-based charge

Arguably the most controversial aspect of the EA’s TPM reform is its proposal to change the allocation of
costs for existing transmission investments. This has been a common thread that has linked the EA’s
proposals, including:
∂

in its first issues paper, published on 10 October 2012, the EA proposed to apply a beneficiaries-pay
charge to assets added to Transpower’s regulated asset base from 28 May 2004, as well as pole 2 of the
HVDC link;178 and

∂

in its second issues paper, published on 17 May 2016, the EA proposed to apply an area of benefit
charge to existing investments approved after May 2004 and which had a value of more than $50 million
at the time of commissioning, as well as pole 2 of the HVDC link.179

Once again, in the current consultation paper, the EA proposes to reallocate the costs of historical
investments, without presenting an alternative option that does not do this. However, on the EA’s own
estimates, excluding historical investments from the benefit-based charge gives rise to net benefits of $18
million. We explain the basis for this estimate in more detail below.
The EA proposes to reallocate the costs of seven existing investments
The scope of existing investments that is included in the EA’s current proposal is similar to those that were
proposed to be covered by its area of benefit charge in the second issues paper, with the removal of three,
being: the upper South Island dynamic reactive support project; the Otahuhu substation diversity project; and
the north Auckland and Northland project.
The EA’s insistence on reallocation of the costs of existing investments has always been perplexing, given
its approach to interpreting its statutory objective with a focus on economic efficiency.
The approach to allocation of the costs of existing transmission investments will always be contentious.
Once the investments exist, the allocation of their costs is a ‘zero-sum’ game between transmission users.
Reduced allocation to one user must necessarily imply an increased allocation to another user, such that
there is a ‘loser’ for every ‘winner’.
This must be the case because changing the allocation of existing investments provides no prospect of
promoting more efficient investment incentives and or achieving more efficient use of the network. Indeed, it
is possible that it could instead give rise to increased inefficiency of use, to the extent that the potential for
reallocation opens the door for uncertainty about future transmission prices.
There is no support for the EA’s approach amongst international regulators. It is notable that even in
instances where the EA has been able to cite the use of allocation on the basis of benefits in the United
States, these approaches are not applied retrospectively.180 Nor is this approach approved of by the
transmission pricing expert on whom the EA relies, Professor Hogan.181
It is not surprising then that the EA estimates the net benefits of its proposal will be $18 million higher if it
does not apply its proposal to recover the costs seven major existing investments with benefit-based
charges.182 This result reflects that:
∂

changing the allocation of costs of existing investments cannot influence the efficiency of transmission
investment, and the EA has not demonstrated that it would give rise to any effect on the behaviour of
transmission users; and
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the present value of costs relating to the development, implementation and operation of a benefit-based
allocation of the costs of these seven major existing investments would be $18 million.

The EA cites durability of the TPM as a qualitative benefit
However, despite quantifying net costs associated with its proposal to apply benefit-based charges on these
seven existing major investments, the EA considers that there is good reason to persist with this aspect of its
proposal. It states:183
A future-only application of the proposal would be significantly less durable than the main proposal
(which applies to seven historical investments as well as to future investments). This is because it
would require some customers to continue paying for existing assets (many of which are relatively
recent) from which they do not benefit, while also paying the full cost of future investments from
which they do benefit. This could be perceived as unreasonable and so undermine the regime’s
durability.

It goes on to argue that implementing a future-only version of its proposal would therefore put at risk the net
benefits that it estimates, since these might be less likely to be realised if the proposal were not durable.
The concept of ‘durability’ appears to be of great importance in this context. The EA explains the basis of its
understanding of durability in the following terms:184
Apart from the incentive advantages, the Authority regards the benefit-based charge as more likely
to be perceived as fair and reasonable than the current approach to spreading the costs of
investments across the country.
Over the long-term, pricing arrangements where you ‘pay for what you get’ would not be
contentious (much like the current arrangements for connection charges). As a result, the proposal
would lead to more durable transmission pricing arrangements than the existing TPM…

It appears clear from this statement that the EA’s view, that its proposal would be more durable than the
status quo, stems directly from a subjective belief that its proposal is perceived as fair and reasonable, and
would be less contentious than the status quo.
There is no reasonable basis for this belief. The prospect of any change (particularly change that would
reallocate the costs of existing investments) to the TPM is always likely to give rise to contention because
such changes, by their nature, create winners and losers – as we discuss above. There is simply no
evidence that the EA can provide that a benefit-based approach to cost allocation would inherently be
viewed as more reasonable by transmission users or by New Zealanders. The unreasonable modelling
assumptions that underpin the EA’s quantitative assessment of the durability benefit, which we discuss in
section 5.2.4 above, amply demonstrate this evidence gap.
The main factor that gives rise to continued contention about the TPM is the foreseeable prospect that the
EA might act so as to change the TPM on this basis. This prospect arises not just at the time of the initial
allocation, but also with the prospect that there could be further reallocations as evidence emerges about
who benefits from an investment. It follows that a far more direct solution to removing contention, reducing
uncertainty and improving the durability of the TPM framework is for the EA to commit to limiting the scope of
any potential reform to the TPM to be on a prospective basis only – consistent with the approach that is
applied in all United States jurisdictions reviewed by the EA.
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6.2 EA assumes that the TPM cannot change under the status quo
The cost benefit analysis that the EA undertakes assesses the costs and benefits that it considers would
arise under its proposal as against those that would arise under what it describes as the ‘status quo’. In our
view, the EA’s analysis mis-specifies the status quo since:
∂

it is proposing a change to the TPM guidelines, under which Transpower develop a TPM; yet

∂

it assumes that the current TPM that Transpower applies would remain unchanged under the existing
TPM guidelines.

6.2.1

EA’s proposal is for a change to the TPM guidelines

The proposal set out in the EA’s consultation paper is for a change to the guidelines that Transpower must
follow in developing the TPM. That is:
∂

currently, Transpower is required to maintain its TPM in accordance with the existing guidelines, which
were prepared by the Electricity Commission;185 and

∂

under the EA’s proposal, Transpower would be required to develop and implement a TPM in accordance
with the guidelines set out in appendix A of the EA’s consultation paper (or a subsequently amended
version).

There is a distinction between the TPM and the TPM guidelines. Transpower is required to develop a
proposed TPM having regard to (amongst other things) the EA’s guidelines.186 The guidelines serve to
constrain the scope of the TPM that Transpower can propose.
If the EA introduces new TPM guidelines, it is likely that the EA will request Transpower to submit a
proposed TPM having regard to the new guidelines.187 However, Transpower is not limited to propose a new
TPM only when the EA changes the TPM guidelines. Under the Code, it has can submit to the EA a
proposed variation of the TPM at any time that is at least 12 months after the last TPM was approved.188
The current TPM sends strong charges at peak times. Transpower’s transmission pricing data indicates that
over the past four years the interconnection charge has varied between $110.35 per kW in 2015/16 and
$123.98 per kW in 2017/18. The forecast interconnection charge for 2019/20 is $109.38 per kW.189
6.2.2

Transpower has the flexibility to change the TPM under the current TPM guidelines

Under the current TPM guidelines, Transpower need not maintain interconnection charges at these rates. It
has flexibility, which it has used in the past, to adjust interconnection charges and the method by which they
are recovered to address concerns about the efficiency of price signals.
For example, over 2014 and 2015, Transpower conducted an operational review focused on potential
inefficiencies with price signals sent by the TPM at that time.190 The result of the review was changes to the
TPM to improve the efficiency of price signals for the interconnection and HVDC charges. Box 6.1 below
summarises the drivers and outcomes of the review.

185

Electricity Commission, Guidelines for Transpower transmission pricing methodology, 24 March 2006.

186

Electricity Industry Participation Code, section 12.89(c).

187

Electricity Industry Participation Code, section 12.88.

188

Electricity Industry Participation Code, section 12.85.

189

Transpower, Transmission pricing data for 2019/20 pricing year, undated. Available online at
https://www.transpower.co.nz/sites/default/files/uncontrolled_docs/Rates%20Table%20April%202019.pdf, accessed 28 August 2019.
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A second operational review initiated by Transpower 2017 was discontinued
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Box 6.1: Transpower’s first TPM operational review, May 2014 to August 2015
Transpower initiated its first operational review of the TPM on 21 May 2014. It identified several potential
problems with the TPM at that time, including that:191
∂

price signals sent by the interconnection charge in the upper North Island (which were designed to reflect
future investment need) may be inefficient, since enhancements to capacity had recently been
completed;

∂

price signals sent by the interconnection charge in the lower South Island are unstable due to variability
in demand at the Tiwai smelter, but these movements do not reflect future investment need;

∂

price signals sent by the historic anytime maximum injection (HAMI) charge for the HVDC were causing
problems.

Transpower explained in its second consultation paper that it was concerned about the strength of the
interconnection charge in the upper North Island and upper South Island, which at the time were determined
on the basis of demand during 12 peak periods. It highlighted the risk that too strong a charge would
promote peak avoidance, including costly investment in avoidance capability which would not be warranted
by any transmission-deferral benefits.192
It also explained that it was concerned with the HAMI charge because, by setting charges associated with
highest injection, it created a very high cost for South Island generators with setting a new peak. Transpower
cited statements by Contact Energy and Meridian Energy that the HAMI charge acts to discourage them
from operating their generation plant at full capacity at times when this might result in exceeding the existing
HAMI limit.193
In February 2015, Transpower proposed variations to the TPM, some of which were approved by the EA in
July and August 2015, to take effect in the pricing year commencing 1 April 2017. Outcomes of the review
included: 194
∂

to increase the number of peak periods used to calculate the RCPD charge in the upper North Island and
upper South Island from 12 to 100; and

∂

to replace progressively the HAMI charge for the HVDC link with a mean injection charge based on the
previous five years injection.

The process and outcome of the first operational review demonstrates the flexibility that Transpower has,
within the current TPM guidelines, to change the strength of the interconnection charge and the means by
which charges are recovered. The problems that Transpower confronted in its operational review are very
similar to those that the EA is now grappling with in its review of the TPM guidelines.
It follows that, in evaluating the costs and benefits of changing the TPM guidelines, the EA should assess the
costs and benefits that would result from changing the current flexibility that Transpower has to determine
the TPM under its current guidelines. That is, the appropriate factual (or status quo) scenario, is not
necessarily a continuation of the current level and basis for charges, but should reflect Transpower’s ability
to change the TPM to address inefficiencies within the scope of the current guidelines.

191

Transpower’s website, https://www.transpower.co.nz/industry/transmission-pricing-methodology-tpm/operational-review-1, accessed
28 August 2019.

192

Transpower, 2014/15 TPM operational review: second consultation paper, 13 November 2014, pp 26-27.

193

Transpower, 2014/15 TPM operational review: second consultation paper, 13 November 2014, p 45.

194

Transpower, TPM operational review: decisions summary, August 2015.
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Yet, on our understanding, this is not what the EA’s cost benefit analysis achieves. In its assessment of the
benefits of increased grid use, the EA has assumed the continued application of highly concentrated peak
transmission charges, and concluded that:
∂

the removal of these charges would increase consumption in peak periods, which it considers would give
rise to increases in consumer surplus – see section 3.1.3 above; and

∂

the continuance of these charges would give rise to incentives for inefficient investment in batteries so as
to avoid the charges – see section 3.1.5 above.

Figure 6.2 below illustrates this situation graphically. The current TPM guidelines are indicated as an area
within which Transpower can propose a TPM, and the current TPM as a point within this area.
Figure 6.2: Current TPM is formulated within guidelines that the EA proposes to change

Figure 6.2 shows that, although the EA’s cost benefit analysis assesses its proposal against a status quo in
which the current TPM continues to apply, the difference between the net benefits arising from its proposal
and future TPMs that Transpower could formulate under the current guidelines in response to emerging
inefficiencies may be much smaller.
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7. Benefit-based charges assumed to be efficient
The cost benefit analysis assumes that the prospect of benefit-based charges sends a cost-based price
signal that will elicit changes in behaviour from customers, giving rise to both efficient utilisation of, and
efficient investment in, the transmission network. These assumptions are unlikely to be justified. In our view,
there is little reason to expect:
∂

that price signals sent by benefit-based charges would be perceived or understood by customers;

∂

that benefit-based charges would send efficient price signals to customers; or

∂

that customers would respond to those signals with the desired effect.

We explain the basis for these views in more detail below.

7.1 Benefit-based charges aim to address problems with postage-stamp
cost recovery
The benefit-based charge is aimed at addressing the problem that, under a postage-stamp charge,
transmission users do not fully internalise the costs their use of the network places on other users. If this use
drives new network investment, the costs of this investment are recovered from all users rather than from
those who gave rise to the need for the investment.
In principle, this problem could lead to over-investment in the network, driven by price signals that are too
weak to discourage use of the network in congested areas. The benefit-based charge is intended to reduce
or eliminate this effect by allocating the costs of new investments to the users who benefit from them.
This problem, and the nature of its anticipated solution, is described explicitly by the EA in its consultation
paper:195
One of the other main expected benefits of the Authority’s proposal is more efficient investment
by both generation and large loads. Under the current TPM, these parties do not face the full costs
of any required upgrades to the interconnected grid when making location decisions. As their
marginal private costs are lower than marginal social costs, the decisions of these parties may not
lead to results that are efficient for society as a whole.

The central thrust to the EA’s problem statement is that transmission price signals sent by a postage stamp
charge are not precise. Postage stamp pricing results in an averaged price signal being sent which:
∂

for users in relatively constrained areas may be lower than the marginal costs that their use of the
network may impose on others; and

∂

for users in areas with excess capacity may be higher than the marginal costs that their use of the
network may impose on others.

It follows that there could be benefits in a more bespoke charge that would better signal to transmission
customers the costs that their usage would impose on the network. Whether such a charge would give rise
to net benefits would depend on:
∂

its effect in driving changes in behaviour, taking into account that it also may also change behaviour in
ways that are not desirable; and

∂

the magnitude of the problem that it is intended to address, as against the administrative costs
associated with its formulation, implementation and operation.

195

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p 39.
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It is not clear that the EA’s benefit-based charge meets the requirements for this more bespoke charge,
since it is levied on the basis of benefits, rather than of costs.

7.2 It is unlikely that a benefit-based price signal will be transmitted to users
Underpinning the EA’s view that the introduction of a benefit-based charge will give rise to net benefits is its
conviction that generators and large loads will change their behaviour in response to this scheme. The
means by which the EA expects that this change in behaviour will be achieved is unusual and deserves
close scrutiny.
The EA’s proposed benefit-based charge will not send a conventional price signal to ration use of the
transmission network. Instead, users will be expected to ration their use of the transmission network in
response to the prospect of future increases in price – which the EA has previously called a ‘shadow price’.
Box 7.1 below explains how these different mechanisms work.
Box 7.1: The EA expects benefit-based charges to send a ‘shadow price’ signal
In a conventional market setting, price is the signal that consumers respond to, and which is used to ration
demand. For example, in a perfectly competitive market, where prices are equal to marginal cost, then:
∂

when marginal cost increases, price increases commensurately and consumers who place a lower value
on the service will use it less or cease to use it entirely; and

∂

when marginal cost decreases, price decreases commensurately and consumers who place a higher
value on the service will use it more or begin to use it, if they had not previously.

In this stylised example, changes in the price sends an accurate signal to users about the cost of production
and users respond efficiently to this signal.
The EA’s benefit-based charge will not send a conventional price signal. Once the costs of a new investment
are allocated to users, they will be recovered using a fixed charge. The imposition of a fixed charge would
not be expected to give rise to any significant behavioural change, at least in the short term.196
Rather, the EA expects that behavioural change amongst users will be stimulated by the prospect that they
will be allocated some of the costs of a future investment. In response to this threat, the EA surmises that
generation and large load may review and potentially reduce their use of the grid at peak times, in turn giving
rise to a reduced prospect of the investment proceeding.
Through this mechanism, the EA assumes that transmission users will change their behaviour now in
response to the prospect of future increases in their transmission charges. This concept was labelled by the
EA in its 2016 consultation paper a ‘shadow price’, although this phraseology is now absent from its current
proposal.

The EA’s rationale for introducing benefit-based charges appears to rest upon an assumption that, through
their design, they will be capable of achieving both static and dynamic efficiency. That is:
∂

the price signal sent for additional use of the grid within its existing capacity reflects short run marginal
cost (approximately zero); and

∂

the shadow price signal sent for additional use of the grid that would give rise to expansion reflects
LRMC.

196

This is because in most cases, it might be reasonable to assume that the surplus that transmission users gain from their use of
electricity exceeds the additional costs they have been allocated from the new investment.
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In our view there is little reason to presume that transmission users could accurate or precisely discern a
shadow price signal. To believe otherwise assumes that:
∂

users can discern how their behaviour affects the prospects of a grid upgrade and that consumption
below a ‘bright line’ level will not be affected by the prospect of future charges;

∂

users can understand how their benefits will be assessed in distributing the costs of an investment and
how changes to their actions will affect this distribution; and

∂

users can anticipate the actions of other users and take these into account in determining their own
actions in responding to the shadow price signal.

In reality, none of these assumptions about the ability of users are likely to be true. Even if they were true ‘in
expectation’, users may face a great deal of uncertainty as to the impact of their behaviour on future
charges.
7.2.1

Users are unlikely to be able to discern how their behaviour affects grid costs

The EA’s proposal assumes that transmission users will determine their behaviour taking into account the
effect that their choices have on grid investment costs. However, most users of the transmission network are
unlikely to be able to understand exactly how their actions affect the prospects or costs of grid upgrades.
The processes that Transpower goes through to determine its grid investment program are complex and it is
unrealistic to expect that even large users would have a detailed understanding of how changes in
consumption behaviour might affect this program. It follows that most users do not understand the effect that
their behaviour has on costs, and that they are therefore incapable of internalising these costs in their
behaviour in the way that the EA assumes. Even if Transpower could potentially provide this information to
users, there is no reason to expect that it would be provided in a timely way so as to support user decisionmaking.
This is why conventional approaches to utility pricing use a price signal – consistent with the outcomes of
workably competitive markets – to explicitly signal the costs that users’ behaviour will be expected to have
on the costs of providing the service.
7.2.2

Users are unlikely to be able to understand how their actions affect their allocation of costs

The EA further assumes that users understand how their actions would affect their allocation of costs.
However, even if users could understand how their actions would affect grid costs, it does not follow that
they would also understand the method for determining beneficiaries.
Transpower must implement both a ‘standard’ and a ‘simple’ method for assessing the beneficiaries of an
investment – and use these estimates to allocate the costs of the investment in proportion to the positive
benefits. These methods are likely to be complex and not easily understood or applied by other parties. By
way of example, the vSPD method that the EA requires Transpower to adopt for the allocation of the costs of
the seven major existing investments involves the application of a complex empirical model. Most users are
unlikely to allocate sufficient resources to be able to undertake the type of modelling necessary to assess the
impact of their behaviour on their allocation of future costs.
For customers to be able to engage with and respond to the signals they receive, they need to be able to
understand how their actions change their payments – that is, to comprehend a ‘price’ for their actions.
There is little reason to believe that such a price will be readily perceived by transmission users under
benefit-based charges.
7.2.3

Users will face considerable uncertainty as to the actions of others

Interconnection assets, by definition, have multiple users. Even for users that both understand how their
actions affect costs and the allocation of these costs, there is likely to be a great deal of uncertainty about
these aspects given the potential for the actions of other users of the interconnected network to change.
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This uncertainty could be expected to give rise to a wide range of potential ‘prices’ associated with change in
behaviour. In practice then, even sophisticated users could have little certainty about how their behaviour
would be reflected in charges.
In these circumstances, it appears optimistic to conclude that users would respond to this uncertainty with
efficient responses.

7.3 An accurate shadow price would not send efficient price signals
In support of its proposal, the EA states (amongst other things) that the prospect of a benefit-based charge
for a new investment provides an incentive to a user to reduce its use of the transmission asset. It explains
that the efficiency of this response rests on the assumptions that:197
∂

the saving in charges is the same as the grid costs saved; and

∂

the user permanently changes its usage in anticipation of the additional charges.

We agree that these assumptions are a necessary condition for benefit-based pricing to give rise to the
efficient outcomes that the EA anticipates. However, even if users were capable of discerning an accurate
and precise shadow price, it does not necessarily follow that this would elicit efficient responses. In
particular:
∂

the costs of shared new investments will not be fully internalised by users; and

∂

any behavioural change is unlikely to be sustained once the assumed shadow price dissipates.

7.3.1

Costs of new investments will not be fully internalised by users

The EA characterises its proposed benefit-based charge as ensuring that generation and large loads would
‘face the full costs’ of any required upgrades: 198
…a TPM issued under the proposed guidelines would provide generation and large loads with the
incentive to take account of the costs of any such required upgrades. This is because they would
face the full costs of any required upgrades to the interconnected grid, through paying the benefitbased charge. Over time, the Authority expects this to result in lower total costs of grid investment.

If this characterisation is intended to convey the concept that, under the benefit-based charge, generation
and large loads will fully internalise the social costs of their actions, then it is incorrect.
Assuming that the ‘shadow price’ works (although we consider that this is unlikely for the reasons set out
above) the price signal sent to transmission network users would usually be expected to be weaker than one
which would be sufficient to internalise the social costs of their actions where there is more than one user of
the transmission investment. This is known as the ‘tragedy of the commons’.
The benefits of any investment will likely accrue across all users of the investment, and therefore the costs of
the investment will be recovered across these users. It follows that under benefit-based charges, no single
user (even a user whose actions may give rise to the need for the investment) will internalise the full cost of
the investment in its decision making. The greater the number of users of an investment, the lower the
weight that each user will give to the impact of its actions on the likelihood of an investment proceeding and
therefore the costs imposed on others.
This can be contrasted against the ability of a peak charge (such as the RCPD or LRMC-type charge) to
signal to users the incremental cost of their usage irrespective of the number of other users of the
transmission investment.

197

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p 220, fn 366.

198

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p 39.
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One reason for this unsatisfactory result is that an approach to assessing benefits can inevitably only capture
the benefits that are accrued in the electricity market – and potentially not even all of these. Generators and
large loads make locational decisions for many reasons that have nothing to do with the price of electricity or
the costs of transmission, and the benefits that underpin these reasons cannot be accurately or reliably
captured by Transpower or any other party.
For example, the benefits associated with reliability provided by transmission investments are not assessed
by the EA under the vSPD method that it applies to allocate the costs of the seven historical investments.
Despite not proposing a method that captures the benefits of reliability, the EA nonetheless assumes that
Transpower will be able to do so. This appears to reflect an assumption that the benefits will, or can be,
appropriately assessed by Transpower.
The EA acknowledges that the issues associated with the ‘tragedy of the commons’ at appendix E of its
consultation paper. It states that, with many small users, each user’s private calculation differs from that of a
single user, and will not take account of:199
∂

the savings in transmission investment that could be achieved if users took collective action to reduce
their future demands on the grid;

∂

the benefits that could be realised if users took collective action to increase their future demands on the
grid; and

∂

associated changes in nodal prices.

Despite this, the EA’s rationale for reform assumes this internalisation effect occurs. For example, we note in
section 6.1.2 above that, in rejecting alternative proposals from its consideration, the EA cites that these
approaches would not ensure that grid users would make usage and investment decisions taking into
account the impact of those decisions on grid investment.
7.3.2

Behavioural change is unlikely to be sustained once shadow prices dissipate

The EA assumes, in computing the costs and benefits of the benefit-based charge, that behavioural change
achieved by shadow price signals is sustained. However, any shadow price signal sent in respect of a future
transmission investment lasts only until the investment is made.
To implement any benefit-based charge, Transpower will need to determine a period over which to estimate
benefits. This raises the prospect that behaviour during this period could be temporarily distorted by users
with the intent of reducing their allocation of costs for the new investment, rather than as an efficient
response to costs. This behaviour would then revert once the investment was made.
The EA also acknowledges this concern but states that the “proposed guidelines require Transpower to
design the TPM to limit these inefficiencies as far as is reasonably practical”.200 However, the EA does not
describe how, in practice, Transpower might be able to achieve this result or identify whether it would be
practicable.

7.4 Benefit-based charges would give rise to inefficient use of the grid
The EA assumes that its proposal would have the virtue of sending efficient price signals about the costs of
future investment while also not inefficiently reducing use of the grid during times at which network
investments are not imminent.
In our view, even if the shadow price were effective in sending a signal to users, the proposal would not give
rise to the efficient use responses that the EA assumes because:

199

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p 219.

200

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, p 220, fn 366.
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∂

the shadow price signal cannot be perfectly observed by users and they will therefore respond with
reduced consumption even at times or in places where that is not an efficient response; and

∂

the fixed charges that are used to recover past benefit-based investments are likely to be periodically
updated to reflect changes in use and this will result in users responding to the prospect of these
revisions.

We set out the basis for these views in more detail below.
7.4.1

Effective benefit-based price signals may not differ greatly from an LRMC charge

The EA assumes that the proposed benefit-based charge is superior to other means of signalling the costs of
new transmission investments. It makes this assumption largely because it omits careful consideration of the
mechanics by which the charge would be developed and applied.
This shadow price approach can be contrasted with a more conventional approach to utility pricing. When a
regulator or utility wishes to signal the prospect that increased usage could give rise to future costs, this is
often achieved through a price that reflects those future costs – for example, an LRMC charge.
The EA is highly critical of LRMC charges because it considers that they often send price signals that result
in inefficient use of the grid. It states:201
The LRMC charge only has an effect on demand when it is more than the default nodal price, and
it has more effect the lower the default nodal price. In these cases it reduces the use of the grid to
below capacity. That is, it inefficiently reduces use of the grid. In particular, if demand is in fact
never going to reach the investment trigger point, then the LRMC charge would be highly inefficient
because it would reduce demand for no reason at all.

The typical pattern of LRMC charges is shown at figure 7.1. The figure shows how the LRMC price signals
change over the investment cycle, rising immediately prior to an investment and falling again afterwards. The
figure also indicates SRMC as a very high positive cost occurring immediately prior to augmentation.

201

Electricity Authority, Nodal prices and LRMC charging, May 2018, para 83.
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Figure 7.1: LRMC prices change over investment cycles

Source: HoustonKemp

The EA’s concern about inefficient use relates to the relativity of SRMC and LRMC. The SRMC of network
use might be very low (almost zero and much lower than LRMC) until shortly prior to an investment, at which
time it can be expected to increase to well above the LRMC. It follows that, from the perspective of static
efficiency, an LRMC charge:
∂

sends too high a price signal most of the time; but

∂

sends too low a price signal immediately prior to an investment in new capacity being triggered.

However, having regard to the mechanism through which a benefit-based signal would be sent, we consider
that a shadow price signal (if it could be perceived by users) would behave in much the same way as the
LRMC charge that the EA criticises. This is because:
∂

users will likely be uncertain about where any ‘trigger point’ for an investment is;

∂

users will likely be uncertain about how their actions affect benefits and how benefits would be allocated
to them;

∂

users will likely be uncertain about the actions of other users and how these could affect the prospect of
any investment or their allocation of costs.

The practical upshot of these substantial uncertainties is that users will not perceive a sudden and strong
shadow price signal immediately prior to when an investment would occur. It is much more likely that users
will begin to respond to a shadow price signal a long time before an investment would occur, and that this
signal will gradually strengthen as the prospects of an investment going ahead increases.
It follows that users will respond to this shadow price signal by reducing their consumption in periods in
which it would not be efficient to do so. There is little reason to believe, even if a shadow price signal could
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be perceived by users, that it would work in a way that is more efficient than under an explicit peak charge.
The most important difference is that, with a peak price, there is a clear price signal that can be interpreted
and responded to by users in a predictable way, whereas the potential response to a shadow price signal is
highly uncertain.
7.4.2

Fixed charges will send marginal price signals

The proposed TPM guidelines require Transpower to recover benefit-based cost allocations as fixed
charges. As with the residual charge, this approach reflects the EA’s concern that setting charges on
consumption or demand could send signals to inefficiently reduce consumption.
However, applying charges on a fixed basis does not resolve this issue and users will still effectively receive
marginal price signals, at least over the medium term.
This effect arises because fixing charges for transmission users over a long period of time is not durable.
Use of transmission facilities would be expected to change over time, and benefits would change with this. It
follows that, under benefit-based pricing, the basis for determining the allocation of costs prior to an
investment proceeding would be undermined over time.
The EA also holds this view, which it expressed in the first issues paper:202
The approach proposed by Professor Hogan of applying beneficiaries pay involves determining
the charge that would apply to parties prior to an investment, with the charge fixed over time.
Although this approach has some merits, the Authority considers that a key difficulty with such a
charge is it is calculated on the basis of anticipated benefits rather than actual benefits. This
creates a risk for efficient investment as parties will be reluctant to invest if they may continue to
be subject to a charge even though they no longer benefit from the investment. This could
adversely affect competition, and does not take into account new entry.

Presumably to address these issues, the EA’s proposed TPM guidelines include provisions that allow
Transpower to review the allocation of benefit-based charges in circumstances in which:203
∂

there is (or will be) a ‘substantial and sustained’ change in grid use affecting benefits derived by
transmission users from a benefit-based investment; and

∂

this change in circumstances was not factored into the calculations used to allocate the relevant charges.

These provisions are entirely sensible, given the lack of durability of fixed benefit-based charges. However,
these clauses mean that charges are not truly fixed, and over time will change to follow use. This gives rise
to the prospect that users will continue to respond to implicit price signals to restrain use in anticipation of
future redetermination of benefit-based charges. The implications of this is that fixing charges will not, by
itself, prevent changes of behaviour in response to the imposition of transmission charges.

202

Electricity Authority, Transmission pricing methodology: issues and proposal: consultation paper, 10 October 2012, paras 5.6.645.6.65.

203

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, Appendix A: Proposed TPM guidelines, 23
July 2019, para 26.
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8. No support for reform in the near term
If we were to disregard the concerns raised in sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 above – and accept the results of the
EA’s cost benefit analysis – these results on their own merit do not support the EA’s proposed change to the
TPM guidelines in the near term. This is because:
∂

the EA’s cost benefit analysis shows that the benefits of the reform occur towards the end of the
modelling period; and

∂

in any case, many of the benefits predicted by the EA depend on speculative future developments.

Disaggregating the time series of benefits from the EA’s cost benefit analysis, we show that the greatest net
benefits are achieved if the proposal is implemented so as to come into effect in 2034. This timing gives rise
to net benefits that exceed immediate implementation of the EA’s proposal by $87 million in present value
terms.
Caution regarding the uncertainty of future developments, and the results of the EA’s cost benefit analysis
itself, suggest that efficient operation of the industry would be promoted by a slower implementation of the
proposal than is being considered by the EA.

8.1 Benefits of the reform are modelled to occur towards the end of the
period
According to the EA’s analysis, the annual net benefits of the reform are projected to be near zero until 2034,
rising sharply thereafter due to a collapse in the off-peak wholesale price modelled under the proposal.
By extracting the annual present value of benefits attributable to the proposal from the EA’s grid use model,
which covers 96 per cent of all projected benefits, and annualising investment efficiency benefits and
administrative costs, we have obtained an estimate of the time series of annual present value of benefits
attributable to the proposal.
Figure 8.1 below shows this time series of the net benefit estimated by the EA to arise under the proposal
over the modelling period. Two observations follow from the figure:

1. The annual net benefits of the reform are projected to be near zero, and fluctuate between small
negative and positive values until 2034. In fact, the cumulative net benefits predicted by the cost benefit
analysis are negative until 2034.

2. There is a huge increase in projected benefits after 2034, to which the entirety of the predicted total net
present value of benefits in the EA’s cost benefit analysis is attributable.
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Figure 8.1: Net present value of benefits under the EA’s proposal, 2022 to 2049

Source: Electricity Authority

The noticeable upswing in the projected benefits of the reform after 2034 is almost entirely due to a huge
increase in the consumer surplus under the proposal, driven by a collapse in off-peak wholesale prices to
$40/MWh – the lower bound under the EA’s pricing methodology, as we set out in table 5.1 above.
The collapse in off-peak wholesale prices under the proposal is due to six low cost generators, four wind and
two hydro, which are projected by the EA to come online between 2032 and 2034 under its proposal and
flood the off-peak wholesale market with offers. None of these generators enter the market under the status
quo.
Table 8.1 contains the SRMC and offered capacity during the off-peak period for these six generators. The
495 MW of off-peak capacity offered by these six generators represents an 11 per cent increase in capacity
over the 4406 MW offered by all existing generators in 2032.
Table 8.1: Generation build under the proposal, 2032 to 2034
Year

Name

Type

SRMC ($/MW)

Off-peak offer
(MW)

2032

CastleHill_s1

Wind

3.21

78.80

2032

HawkesBayW

Wind

3.21

88.65

2033

CastleHill_s2

Wind

3.21

78.80

2033

CastleHill_s3

Wind

3.21

78.80

2034

Clarenc

Hydro

0.92

35.00

2034

Clarenc54

Hydro

0.92

135.00

Source: Electricity Authority
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This substantial increase in low cost generation after 2034 pushes down off-peak prices under the proposal
to such an extent that they become constrained by the price floor of $40/MW in the EA’s pricing mechanism
for the rest of the modelling period, with the exception of 2047 and 2048.
As more than half of modelled demand is in the off-peak period, the collapse in off-peak prices under the
proposal leads to significantly higher consumer surplus after 2034 than under the RCPD, which is captured
by the EA’s cost benefit analysis as benefits attributable to the proposal.
This dynamic leads to sustained positive net benefits after 2034 in present value terms, upon which the
positive total net present value of benefits predicted by the EA’s cost benefit analysis depends.

8.2 Benefits relied upon by the EA are speculative
Many of the benefits that the EA relies upon in its assessment of its proposal are conditional on the success
of future changes in the New Zealand electricity industry that are yet to occur.
In particular, the EA assumes that mass market consumers will respond to the removal of the RCPD price
signal. It justifies this assumption by reference to:204
∂

increased cost reflectivity of distribution pricing, which it expects to result from reforms in this area;

∂

emerging business models that will manage wholesale and network price risk on behalf of consumers;

∂

emerging technology which will facilitate real-time demand response by consumers and allow for more
efficient exploitation of arbitration between electricity prices at different times of day; and

∂

changes to market design through the introduction of real-time pricing, which is expected to support realtime demand response.

Similarly, the benefits the EA attributes to more efficient investment in distributed generation in the form of
batteries is highly dependent on the assumption that battery costs will continue to fall precipitously.
We offer no opinion as to whether any of these outcomes are likely to arise in the future. However, it is clear
that the success of the EA’s reform rests upon speculation that these outcomes will arise relatively early in
the modelling period.

8.3 Reform should be postponed until 2034
When considered in combination with the speculative nature of the benefits identified by the EA, the time
profile of the net benefits that it estimates strongly suggest that any reform should be postponed until 2034.
Reform at this time would:
∂

maximise net benefits of the EA’s proposal, based on the cost benefit analysis; and

∂

provide time for assumptions that the EA makes about the efficacy of future reforms and technologies to
be proven, rather than assumed.

The net present value of benefits due to the proposal fluctuates around zero until 2034, with a cumulative net
present value of -$87m by 2033 and is uniformly positive thereafter. It follows that the timing of the EA’s
proposal that gives rise to the greatest net benefit under its cost benefit analysis is 2034.
Implementation of the proposal by 2034 would give rise to net benefits that exceed immediate
implementation by $87 million in present value terms. This gives rise to total net benefits of $2,798 million, as
compared to $2,711 million estimated by the EA in connection with immediate implementation of its
proposal. Figure 8.2 shows the total forward looking net present value of benefits due to the proposal for
each year of the modelling period.
204

Electricity Authority, 2019 issues paper: transmission pricing review consultation paper, 23 July 2019, para 4.44.
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Figure 8.2: Total forward looking net present value of benefits by year of implementation

Source: Electricity Authority
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